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Project Overview
• Tasked to Develop a System of Systems Conceptual 
Solution For Maritime Dominance in the Littorals
• Developed a Project Management Plan
• Used a Systems Engineering Design Process 
• Analyzed Threats and Defined Littoral Scenarios
• Generated Conceptual SoS Architecture 
Alternatives
• Used Modeling and Simulation 
• Ranked SoS Architecture Alternatives According to 
Their Maritime Dominance Effectiveness and Cost 
• Delivered The Final Recommendation
• Tasked to Develop a Syste  of Syste s Conceptual 
Solution For ariti e Do inance in the Littorals
• Developed a Project anage ent Plan
• sed a Syste s Engineering Design Process 
• Analyzed Threats and Defined Littoral Scenarios
• Generated Conceptual SoS Architecture 
Alternatives
• sed odeling and Si ulation 
• Ranked SoS Architecture Alternatives According to 
Their ariti e Do inance Effectiveness and Cost 
• Delivered The Final Reco endation
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Project Description
• Execute Tasking from Deputy Chief of Naval 
Operations (CNO) for Warfare Requirements 
(OPNAV 7)
• Develop a Conceptual System of Systems 
(SoS) for Maritime Dominance that Enables 
SEA BASING and SEA STRIKE in the 
Littorals
– Generate Alternatives Using Existing Systems, Current 
Programs of Record, and Future Systems 
– Recommend Cost Effective Conceptual SoS That Minimizes 
Risk To Allied Personnel While Accomplishing Objectives
• Deliver Results in a Final Briefing and 
Technical Report
• xecute Tasking fro  eputy hief of aval 
perations ( ) for arfare equire ents 
( P  7)
• evelop a onceptual Syste  of Syste s 
(SoS) for ariti e o inance that nables 
S  SI  and S  ST I  in the 
Littorals
– Generate Alternatives Using Existing Systems, Current 
Programs of Record, and Future Systems 
– Recommend Cost Effective Conceptual SoS That inimizes 
Risk To Allied Personnel hile Accomplishing Objectives
• eliver esults in a Final riefing and 
Technical eport
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SoS Focus and 
Constraints
• SoS Architectural Focus
– Combination of both Manned and Unmanned Systems
– Surface, Subsurface, Air and Space Systems 
– Employment of Forces From All Services
• Constraints
– Scenario Constraints
• Land Forces Deployed up to 200 nm Inland
• Striking/Supporting Maritime Forces Deployed up to   
200 nm Offshore
– Timeframe Constraint
• Concepts of Operations Applicable within 2020 
Timeframe
– Cost Being a Necessary Selection Variable
• SoS Architectural Focus
– Combination of both Manned and Unmanned Systems
– Surface, Subsurface, Air and Space Systems 
– Employment of Forces From All Services
• Constraints
– Scenario Constraints
• Land Forces Deployed up to 200 nm Inland
• Striking/Supporting Maritime Forces Deployed up to   
200 nm Offshore
– Timeframe Constraint
• Concepts of Operations Applicable within 2020 
Timeframe
– Cost Being a Necessary Selection Variable
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Recommended System of Systems 
for Maritime Dominance in 
Littorals•Unmanned Vehicles Complement But Cannot Replace Manned Platforms
•Recommended System of Systems Enabling 
SEA BASING and SEA STRIKE in 200 nm by 
200 nm Littoral Operation Area in 2020 
Timeframe
– Consists of Unmanned/Manned Vehicle Ratio 
of Approximately 1.5 to 1
– Utilizes Distributed Communications with 
100nm Physical Platform Distribution
– Employs Decentralized Command & Control 
Structure
– Is Cost Effective Relative to Other Alternatives
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- Faster Dissemination of 
Information
- Minimum Impact on 
Throughput
  with Node Failures
• Decentralized Command and 
Control 
- Shorter Reaction Times 
- Less Network Demand
- Single C2 Node Failure 
Avoidance
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Develop a SoS Solution to Enable 
SEA BASING and SEA STRIKE by 
Providing Maritime Dominance in 
the Littoral Environment Through 
Cooperative Surveillance, Threat 
Analysis and Evaluation, Battle 
Management, and Engagement
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• Define and Select a Cost Effective System of Systems 
Architecture Consisting of Sea-Based, Land-Based, and 
Airborne Sensor and Weapon Systems that Are
– Both Manned and Unmanned
– In Existence, in Development, and Future 
Concepts
– Networked Via Communication Links and 
Space Systems to Achieve Success of the 
Following Littoral Missions with Minimum Risk 
to Allied Personnel
• Identification and, If Necessary, Reduction of Hostile 
Threats to Within Defensive Capability of the Sea 
Base 
• Enabling Projection of Offensive Capabilities From 
the Sea Base
• Define and Select a Cost Effective Syste  of Syste s 
Architecture Consisting of Sea-Based, Land-Based, and 
Airborne Sensor and eapon Syste s that Are
– Both anned and Un anned
– In Existence, in Develop ent, and Future 
Concepts
– etworked Via Co unication Links and 
Space Syste s to Achieve Success of the 
Following Littoral issions with ini u  Risk 
to Allied Personnel
• Identification and, If Necessary, Reduction of Hostile 
Threats to Within Defensive Capability of the Sea 
Base 



























































• Value Systems Design
• Architectures








• alue Syste s esign
• rchitectures
• Threats  Scenarios
• T SI Integration
• ost nalysis

















































Covered to Total 
Search Area
Avg Number of 
Visits per COI
Ratio COI's ID'd / 
Total COI
Ratioof Inncorrect 
IC's / Total ID's
Ratio of 
Personnel 
Exposed to risk / 
Total Personnel
Ratio of 
Casualties / Total 
Personnel
Avg Time to 
Establish 80% of 
RMP
Ratio Correct 
COI's ID'd / Total 
COI




Avg Time to kill 
90% of RMP
Ratio of Targets 
Engaged / Total 
Targets
Ratio of Friendly 
Assets Survived / 
Total SoS ASsets
Ratio of Enemy 
Assets 
Survived  / Total 
Enemy Assets
.3
.6 .18 .4 .12
.4 .072 1 .12
.6 .108
.2
.7 .14 .3 .06
.6 .084 1 .06
.4 .056
.2
.6 .12 .4 .08
1 .081 .12
.3 .3
.4 .12 .6 .18

















































































































































{Sc}  -Set of Scenarios
{Arch} - Set of Architectures

























Scenario 3 (Stressing) UV Mix
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• Value Systems Design
• Architectures








• alue Syste s esign
• rchitectures
• Threats  Scenarios
• T SI Integration
• ost nalysis

















































Covered to Total 
Search Area
Avg Number of 
Visits per COI
Ratio COI's ID'd / 
Total COI
Ratioof Inncorrect 
IC's / Total ID's
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Personnel 
Exposed to risk / 
Total Personnel
Ratio of 
Casualties / Total 
Personnel
Avg Time to 
Establish 80% of 
RMP
Ratio Correct 
COI's ID'd / Total 
COI




Avg Time to kill 
90% of RMP
Ratio of Targets 
Engaged / Total 
Targets
Ratio of Friendly 
Assets Survived / 
Total SoS ASsets
Ratio of Enemy 
Assets 
Survived  / Total 
Enemy Assets
.3
.6 .18 .4 .12
.4 .072 1 .12
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{Sc}  -Set of Scenarios
{Arch} - Set of Architectures

























Scenario 3 (Stressing) UV Mix
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Functional Analysis
• SoS Design Requires
– Identification of Functions 
to be Performed in Support 
of Mission Accomplishment
– Decomposition of Identified 
Functions




• o  esign equires
– Identification of Functions 
to be Perfor ed in Support 
of ission Acco plish ent
– eco position of Identified 
Functions
• our-Level epth 
unctional 
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       Act
     bserve                rient                 ecide           




















































Battle Management Means Battle Management, 
Command, Control, Communications, Computers, and 
Intelligence (BMC4I)
Battle anage ent eans Battle anage ent, 











































Threat Analysis System Functions
MOE – Measure of 
Effectiveness
MOP – Measure of 
Performance
OE – easure of 
Effectiveness
OP – easure of 
Perfor ance
Balance System Needs and 
Functions in Support of 
SoS Missions of Enabling 
SEA BASE and SEA 
STRIKE
Balance Syste  eeds and 
Functions in Support of 
SoS issions of Enabling 









Average Time to Establish 
Complete Area Coverage










Ratio Contact of Interest (COI) 
Tracked / Total COI
Average Number of Visits per COI
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Ratio COIs Identified / Total COI
Probability 
of False ID
Ratio of Incorrect 








Ratio of Personnel Exposed to 
Risk / Total Personnel












Average Time to Establish 
80% of RMP







Ratio of Number of Assets 












Average Time to Kill 80% of 
Targets






Ratio Friendly Assets Survived / 
Total Friendly Assets























































Covered to Total 
Search Area
Avg Number of 
Visits per COI
Ratio COIs ID / 
Total COIs
Ratio of Incorrect 
IDs / Total IDs
Ratio of 
Personnel 
Exposed to Risk / 
Total Personnel
Ratio of 
Casualties / Total 
Personnel
Avg Time to 
Establish 80% of 
RMP
Ratio Correct 
COIs ID / Total 
COIs
Avg Time to Kill 
90% of Targets
Ratio of Targets 
Engaged / Total 
Targets
Ratio of Friendly 
Assets Survived / 
Total SoS Assets
Ratio of Enemy 
Assets 
Survived  / Total 
Enemy Assets
.3
.6 .18 .4 .12
.4 .072 1 .12
.6 .108
.2
.7 .14 .3 .06
.6 .084 1 .06
.4 .056
.2
.6 .12 .4 .08
1 .081 .12
.3 .3
.4 .12 .6 .18
1 .12 1 .18
.2.2.3
Ratio of Assets 
Lost 
Communications 







• Value Systems Design
• Architectures








• alue Syste s esign
• rchitectures
• Threats  Scenarios
• T SI Integration
• ost nalysis
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Avg Time to kill 
90% of RMP
Ratio of Targets 
Engaged / Total 
Targets
Ratio of Friendly 
Assets Survived / 
Total SoS ASsets
Ratio of Enemy 
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Survived  / Total 
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{Sc}  -Set of Scenarios
{Arch} - Set of Architectures
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Topics
• SoS Architecture Overview
• SoS Architecture Assumptions
• SoS Architecture Definition Process
• Functional Embedding
• UV Types and Functions
• Architectures
• Architecture Summary
• o  rc itect re vervie
• o  rchitecture ssu ptions
• o  rc itect re efi itio  rocess
• ctio al beddi g
•  ypes a d unctions
• rc itect res




• Ensured Gradual Increase of Unmanned 
Vehicles with Architectures 
– Manned Only (Architecture 1)
– Balanced Hybrid (Architecture 2)
– Primarily Unmanned (Architecture 3)
• Ensured Architecture 1 Consisted of 
Current Systems Only
• Accounted for 2020 Timeframe 
Technology
• Named Unmanned Vehicles According to 
Size and Functions
• nsured radual Increase of n anned 
ehicles ith rchitectures 
– anned Only (Architecture 1)
– Balanced ybrid (Architecture 2)
– Pri arily n anned (Architecture 3)
• nsured rchitecture 1 onsisted of 
urrent Syste s nly
• ccounted for 2020 Ti efra e 
Technology





• Manned Systems Still Required For 
Air to Air Combat in 2020 Timeframe
• Carrier-Launched and Recovered 
Medium-Sized UAVs Exist
– Number of UAVs Determined by Size 
and Space Available on Carrier
• Availability of Postulated Systems in 
2020 Timeframe
– DDX, CGX, LCS, etc.
 st s till ir  r 
ir t  ir t i   i fr
rri r- c   c r  
i - iz  s ist
– ber of s eter i ed by ize 
and pace vailable o  arrier
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Embed Functions into Physical Systems
Identify Physical Element Categories
Perform Functional Analysis
Perform Gap Filler Analysis




















































Detection x x x x x x
Tracking x x x x x
ID Targets x x x x x x x x x
Minimize 
Risk x x
RMP x x x x x x
Max Comms x x
Destroy 
Targets x x x x x x x x x x
Endure 
Combat x x x x x x x
Architecture 1 Common to all Architectures
Architecture 2 Architecture 1 and 2




























































x x x x x x x
Architecture 1 Common to all Architectures
Architecture 2 Architecture 1 and 2
Architecture 3 Architecture 2 and 3
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Unmanned Vehicle Types 
and Functions
Unmanned Vehicle Type Sensors/Weapons/Functi
ons
Large Surveillance UAV Air/Surface Search Radar
Medium-Sized Surveillance 
UAV
TDSI FOPEN Radar, Infrared 
(IR) Sensor
Medium-Sized Strike UAV Harpoon, JSOW
Medium-Sized Multi-Mission 
UAV
TDSI FOPEN Radar, Hellfire
Small Surveillance UAV IR Sensor
Mine Warfare UUV Sonar
Anti-Submarine Warfare UUV Sonar, Torpedo
Unmanned Vehicle Insertion 
UUV
TDSI Unmanned Insertion 
Vehicle 
Surveillance USV Surface Search










































































2 MIW LCS 
2 ASW LCS
4 MIW UUV





70 Medium-Sized Surveillance 
UAVs
2 Large Surveillance UAVs
Common to Architecture 2 
and 3



















 Perform Strike, 









2 ASW LCS 4 MIW UUV





 30 Medium-Sized Surveillance 
UAVs
8 Large Surveillance UAVs




30 Medium Sized Strike 
UAVs
50 Medium Multi-Mission 
UAVs
2 CGX 2 DDX
TDSI Insertion 
UUV





(ARCH 1) BALANCED HYBRID (ARCH 2) PRIMARILY UNMANNED (ARCH 3)
1 CVN 1 CVN 1 CVN
10 SH-60 6 SH-60 6 SH-60
1 E-3 AWACS 1 E-3 AWACS 1 E-3 AWACS
2 CG 2 CG 2 CGX
4 DDG 2 DDG 2 DDX
2 SSN 2 SSN 1 INSERTION UUV
4 E2-C 4 E2-C 4 MULTI-MISSION USV
36 F/A-18 24 F/A-18 30 MEDIUM-SIZED STRIKE UAV
1 E-8 JSTARS 1 E-8 JSTARS 50 MEDIUM-SIZED MULTI-MISSION UAV
2 P-3 6 LCS 6 LCS
5 CH-53 4 MIW UUV 4 MIW UUV
6 MH-53 4 ASW UUV 10 ASW UUV
14 F-14 18 JSF 14 JSF
8 S-3 2 LARGE SURVEILLANCE UAVS 8 LARGE SURVEILLANCE UAVS
5 E/A-6B 70 MEDIUM-SIZED SURVEILLANCE UAVS 30 MEDIUM-SIZED SURVEILLANCE UAVS
10 AH-1 20 SMALL SURVEILLANCE UAVS 20 SMALL SURVEILLANCE UAVS
1 B-2 6 F/A-22  
2 B-52
2 MULTI-MISSION MARITIME AIRCRAFT  
(MMA)  
2 F-117 2 SSGN
2 FFG 4 SURVEILLANCE USV












• Three Architectures With 
Progressing Reliance on UVs
– Architecture 1: Manned Only
– Architecture 2: Balanced Hybrid
– Architecture 3: Primarily 
Unmanned
• Architecture Effectiveness 
Modeled in Simulative Study 
Against Test Scenarios
• Three rchitectures ith 
Progressing eliance on s
– Architecture 1: anned Only
– Architecture 2: Balanced ybrid
– Architecture 3: Pri arily 
n anned
• rchitecture ffectiveness 

















2 ASW LCS 4 MIW UUV
20 Small Surveillance UAVs
14 JSF
10 ASW UUV
30 Medium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
8 Large Surveillance UAVs
Common to Architecture 2 and 3
4 Multi-Mission USVs
30 Medium Sized Strike UAVs
50 Medium Multi-Mission UAVs
2 CGX 2 DDX
TDSI Insertion UUV
Common to All Architectures
Primarily Unmanned
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Common to Architecture  1 and 2
6 F/A-22
2 ASuW LCS
2 MIW LCS 
2 ASW LCS
4 MIW UUV
20 Small Surveillance UAVs
18 JSF
4 ASW UUV
70 Medium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
2 Large Surveillance UAVs
Common to Architecture 2 and 3













































• Value Systems Design
• Architectures








• alue Syste s esign
• rchitectures
• Threats  Scenarios
• T SI Integration
• ost nalysis
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Search Area
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Avg Time to kill 
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Ratio of Enemy 
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{Sc}  -Set of Scenarios
{Arch} - Set of Architectures
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Topics
• Joint Campaign Analysis
• South China Sea Scenario 
• Scenario Development Criteria
• Tactical Scenarios
J i t i  l sis
t  i   c ri  
c ri  l t rit ri
ctic l c ri s
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JCA Referenced US Force 
Composition Criteria
• Joint Campaign Analysis as Point of Reference for 
Scenario Analysis





• JCA Study Format
–               Officers
– Baseline Architecture 
– Lanchester Attrition Models
– Larger Group Broken Into Mission Groups
– Estimate of SoS Baseline Architecture Performance vs. 
Threat
• Joint Ca paign Analysis as Point of Reference for 
Scenario Analysis
• arfare Threats to ESG Prioritized 
– ASC
– AS
– I  
– ASu
• JCA Study For at
–               Officers
– Baseline Architecture 
– Lanchester Attrition odels
– Larger Group Broken Into ission Groups
– Esti ate of SoS Baseline Architecture Perfor ance vs. 
Threat
48
South China Sea Scenario
• PRC Warship Strafed by Philippines Fighter
• PRC Naval Blockade of Puerta Princessa
– Historical Rights and Economic 
Requirements
– Need to Establish Safety Perimeter 
Around South China Sea
• PRC Reinforcement of Presence in the 
Spratly Islands
– Paved Runways
– Pier and Maintenance Facilities
– ADA Batteries and Ballistic Missile 
Sites.
• PRC Invasion of Kepulauan Natuna 
(Indonesia)
• PRC Invasion of Palawan After a 30-day 
Blockade
– Land, Air, Sea, and Missile Forces 
Moved to Island
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• Tactical Littoral 
Environments
• Scenario Definition Guided 
By Complexity 
– Mission
– Enemy Force Structure
– Level of Hostility
• actical Littoral 
nviron ents
• Scenario efinition uided 
y o plexity 
– ission
– Ene y Force Structure

























Surface   79
     3 SOVREMMENY DDG
     1 CV + 30 SU-30
   55 DDG, FFG, & PGM
Subsurface   21
      5 Type 091/093 SSN
      15 Diesel SS (4 Kilo)
MARDIV     1
ARTDIV     1
INFDIV     7*
  *3 Additional Reserve 
(Guangzhou)
No Heavy Armor Division
Light Armor Units With  
   MANPADS
PRC Invasion Force
Aircraft 735
Surface   79
     3 SOVREMMENY DDG
     1 CV + 30 SU-30
   55 DDG, FFG, & PGM
Subsurface   21
      5 Type 091/093 SSN
      15 Diesel SS (4 Kilo)
A IV     1
A T IV     1
I F IV     7*
  *3 Additional Reserve 
(Guangzhou)
No Heavy Armor Division
Light Armor Units With  











Scenario 1 - 
Benign
SoS Mission Considerations
• Unlimited US Force Movement
• US Tasking: Reconnaissance 
(RECCE)
SoS ission Considerations
• Unli ited US Force ove ent
• US Tasking: Reconnaissance 
(RECCE)
Specific Scenario Elements
Day (-3): PRC Submarines Sweep Sulu
Day (0): PRC Maritime Division    
   (MARDIV) Secures Capital City
            : PRC Naval Forces Blockade      
      Harbor
Day (1): PRC Reinforces Spratly Isles
Specific Scenario Elements
Day (-3): PRC Submarines Sweep Sulu
Day (0): PRC Maritime Division    
   (MARDIV) Secures Capital City
            : PRC Naval Forces Blockade      
      Harbor













Day (2): PRC Artillery/Inf. FWD Staged
      PRC Fortifies Palawan Airport
Day (3): PRC Naval Forces Mine Harbor
      PRC TU-16s Begin Maritime Patrol
Day (12): PRC Reinforces Naval 
Presence
Specific Scenario Elements
Day (2): PRC Artillery/Inf. FWD Staged
      PRC Fortifies Palawan Airport
Day (3): PRC Naval Forces Mine Harbor
      PRC TU-16s Begin Maritime Patrol
Day (12): PRC Reinforces Naval 
Presence
SoS Mission Considerations
• Restricted US Movement Outside 
12 nm
• US Forces Actively Tracked
• US Tasking: RECCE and 
Targeting
SoS ission Considerations
• Restricted US ove ent Outside 
12 n
• US Forces Actively Tracked




Scenario 3 - 
Stressing
Day (13): PRC MARDIV Fortifies Puerta 
Princessa
Day (15): PRC INFDIV Disperse Into 
Terrain
                PRC Air Corps Commence 
Aggressive Patrols
Day (16): SOVREMENNY Steam to North 
Rendezvous
                Subs Deploy to Surf/Sub-surf 
Operating Areas
Day (18): PRC Surface Fleet 
Patrol/Interdict SSOA2
Day (13): PRC ARDIV Fortifies Puerta 
Princessa
Day (15): PRC INFDIV Disperse Into 
Terrain
                PRC Air Corps Commence 
Aggressive Patrols
Day (16): SOVRE ENNY Steam to North 
Rendezvous
                Subs Deploy to Surf/Sub-surf 
Operating Areas




• Enemy Hostile (Active Patrol 
Zones)
• Denial of US Assets to Littoral 
Region 
• US Tasking: RECCE, Targeting, 
and Strike
SoS ission Considerations
• Ene y Hostile (Active Patrol 
Zones)
• Denial of US Assets to Littoral 
Region 













Threats & Scenarios 
Summary
• Quantifying Capability vs. Risk 
• Building the Operating 
Environment
• Identifying Future Threats
• Evaluating SoS Performance 
with Scenarios 
• Quantifying Capability vs. Risk 
• Building the Operating 
Environ ent
• Identifying Future Threats








• Value Systems Design
• Architectures








• alue Syste s esign
• rchitectures
• Threats  Scenarios
• T SI Integration
• ost nalysis

















































Covered to Total 
Search Area
Avg Number of 
Visits per COI
Ratio COI's ID'd / 
Total COI
Ratioof Inncorrect 
IC's / Total ID's
Ratio of 
Personnel 
Exposed to risk / 
Total Personnel
Ratio of 
Casualties / Total 
Personnel
Avg Time to 
Establish 80% of 
RMP
Ratio Correct 
COI's ID'd / Total 
COI




Avg Time to kill 
90% of RMP
Ratio of Targets 
Engaged / Total 
Targets
Ratio of Friendly 
Assets Survived / 
Total SoS ASsets
Ratio of Enemy 
Assets 
Survived  / Total 
Enemy Assets
.3
.6 .18 .4 .12
.4 .072 1 .12
.6 .108
.2
.7 .14 .3 .06
.6 .084 1 .06
.4 .056
.2
.6 .12 .4 .08
1 .081 .12
.3 .3
.4 .12 .6 .18

















































































































































{Sc}  -Set of Scenarios
{Arch} - Set of Architectures




















































In Depth Sensor 







• High Data Rates




• Provided Interoperability 
and Bandwidth 
Constraints
• Focused on Emerging 
Technologies such as
–  Mobile ad hoc Networking
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Co unications to 
All Surface Platfor s
5 E/A 6B
• rre t Syste s
• an e  ly
• arrier ir i





















o on to ll rc itecturesC A A h
Ma ed Only

























2 MIW LCS 
2 ASW LCS
4 MIW UUV
20 Small Surveillance UAVs
14 JSF
4 ASW UUV
30 Medium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
2 Large Surveillance UAVs
Common to Architecture 2 and 3
40 Medium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
Common to All Architect es
2 Multi-Mission Aircraft
Surveillance to All 
anned Platfor s
4 Surveillance USV
Co unications to 
All Platfor s
• ro ra s of ecor
• xisti g yste s
• rveilla ce s 
an  s
















2 I  LCS 
2 AS  LCS
4 I  UUV
20 Small Surveillance UAVs
14 JSF
4 ASW UUV
30 edium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
2 Large Surveillance UAVs
o on to rchitect re 2 a  3C A u nd
40 edium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
o o  to ll rc itectu esC n A A h r
2 ulti- ission Aircraft
Balanced Hybrid
Communications to 
















20 Small Surveillance UAVs
14 JSF
4 ASW UUV
30 Medium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
2 Large Surveillance UAVs
Common to Architecture 2 and 3
4 Multi-Mission USVs
30 Medium Sized Strike UAVs
50 Medium Multi-Mission UAVs
2 CGX 2 DDX
Insertion UUV
6 Large Surveillance UAVs
Common to All Architectures
Com unications to 
All Platfor s Surveillance to All 
anned Platfor s
• ro ra s f ecor
• t re yste s
• ostly a e
• a e  e icles
erfor  tri e, 






2 I  LCS
2 AS  LCS
4 I  UUV
20 Small Surveillance UAVs
14 JSF
4 AS  UUV
30 edium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
2 Large Surveillance UAVs
o o  to rc itect re  a d C n A h u 2 n 3
4 ulti- ission USVs
30 edium Sized Strike UAVs
50 edium ulti- ission UAVs
2 CGX 2 DDX
Insertion UUV
6 Large Surveillance UAVs
o o  to ll rchitect resC n A A u
Primarily Unmanned
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• Comparative Analysis on 
Information Security of 







• Performed Information 
Security Study on Means 
of Securing and 
Authenticating UV 
Communications
• Defined Inherent Organic 
Capabilities of UVs That 
Could Be Exploited
• Defined Ways to 
Minimize Enemy 
Exploitation of Captured 
UVs

























2 MIW LCS 
2 ASW LCS
4 MIW UUV
20 Small Surveillance UAVs
14 JSF
4 ASW UUV
30 Medium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
2 Large Surveillance UAVs
Common to Architecture 2 and 3
40 Medium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
Common to All Architectures
2 Multi-Mission Aircraft
Surveillance to All 
anned Platfor s
4 Surveillance USV
Co unications to 
All Platfor s
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2 I  LCS 
2 AS  LCS
4 I  UUV
20 Small Surveillance UAVs
14 JSF
4 AS  UUV
30 ediu -Sized Surveillance UAVs
2 Large Surveillance UAVs
 t  r it t r    o on o ch ecu e2and3
40 ediu -Sized Surveillance UAVs
 t  ll rc itect reso on o h u
2 ulti- ission Aircraft
Balanced Hybrid
Communications to 
















20 Small Surveillance UAVs
14 JSF
4 ASW UUV
30 Medium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
2 Large Surveillance UAVs
Common to Architecture 2 and 3
4 Multi-Mission USVs
30 Medium Sized Strike UAVs
50 Medium Multi-Mission UAVs
2 CGX 2 DDX
InsertionUUV
6 Large Surveillance UAVs
Common to All Architectures
Co unications to 
All Platfor s Surveillance to All 
anned Platfor s
r r s f r
t r  st s
stl  
 i l s
rf r  tri , 
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2 AS  LCS
4 I  UUV
20 S all Surveillance UAVs
14 JSF
4 AS  UUV
30 ediu -Sized Surveillance UAVs
2 Large Surveillance UAVs
 t  r it t r    o o o c ec e2a 3
4 ulti- ission USVs
30 ediu  Sized Strike UAVs
50 ediu  ulti- ission UAVs
2 CGX 2 DDX
InsertionUUV
6 Large Surveillance UAVs
 t  ll r it t r so o o c ec e
Primarily Unmanned
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     Land Systems 
Outputs• Designed UV Craft 
Carrier
– Submersible 
– Deployed from 
Surface Platform
– Capable of Deploying 
and Recovering Mini 
UVs 
– Multi Mission 
Capable (MIW, ASW)
– Extended Reach into 
Littorals
 Land Systems Track
• Link Blue Water Platforms 
with Littoral Platforms 
(Long Range UV Insertion)
Architecture Needs
Communications to 
















20 Small Surveillance UAVs
14 JSF
4 ASW UUV
30 Medium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
2 Large Surveillance UAVs
Common to Architecture 2 and 3
4 Multi-Mission USVs
30 Medium Sized Strike UAVs
50 Medium Multi-Mission UAVs
2 CGX 2 DDX
Insertion UUV
6 Large Surveillance UAVs
Common to All Architectures
ic ti s t  
ll l tf r s rv ill c  t  ll 
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• Capability of Detecting and 
Tracking Land Targets in the 
Littorals
• Capability of Detecting and 
Tracking Submerged Threats




• Performed In-depth 
Environmental Analysis of 
Littorals
• Defined Requirements for  
Sensor Network to Detect 
Land Based Anti-Access 
Defensive Systems 
(FOPEN)
• Determined Means to 
Maximize Probability of 
Detection of Submerged 
Threats
• Developed Approaches to 
Detect Contacts That 
Operate on and Above the 







































Com unications to 
All Surface Platfor s
5 E/A 6B
• rre t yste s
• a e  ly
• rri r ir i





















o o  to ll rc itect resC n A A h u
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2 ASW LCS
4 MIW UUV
20 Small Surveillance UAVs
14 JSF
4 ASW UUV
30 Medium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
2 Large Surveillance UAVs
Common to Architecture 2 and 3
40 Medium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
Common to All Architect es
2 Multi-Mission Aircraft
Surveillance to All 
anned Platfor s
4 Surveillance USV
Co unications to 
All Platfor s
• ro ra s of ecor
• xisti  yste s
• rv ill c  s 
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2 AS  LCS
4 I  UUV
20 Small Surveillance UAVs
14 JSF
4 AS  UUV
30 edium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
2 Large Surveillance UAVs
o o  to rc itect re  a  C n A h u 2 nd3
40 Medium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
o on to ll rc itectu esC A A h r
2 ulti- ission Aircraft
Balanced Hybrid
Communications to 
















20 Small Surveillance UAVs
14 JSF
4 ASW UUV
30 Medium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
2 Large Surveillance UAVs
Common to Architecture 2 and 3
4 Multi-Mission USVs
30 Medium Sized Strike UAVs
50 Medium Multi-Mission UAVs
2 CGX 2 DDX
Insertion UUV
6 Large Surveillance UAVs
Common to All Architectures
Co unications to 
All Platfor s Surveillance to All 
anned Platfor s
• ro ra s f ecor
• t re yste s
• ostly a e
• a e  e icles
erfor  tri e, 






2 I  LCS
2 AS  LCS
4 I  UUV
20 Small Surveillance UAVs
14 JSF
4 AS  UUV
30 edium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
2 Large Surveillance UAVs
o o  to rc itect re 2 an  3C n A h u d
4 ulti- ission USVs
30 edium Sized Strike UAVs
50 edium ulti- ission UAVs
2 CGX 2 DDX
Insertion UUV
6 Large Surveillance UAVs













































• Determine Optimal 
Search Patterns for 
UAVs
• Determine Optimal 
Number of Comms 
Nodes for Undersea 
Network
• Provide Support to 
TDSI Tracks  
62



















In Depth Sensor Study 
for Operation in Littorals
Extend
Link Capacity 24 
Mbps




•Center Frequency 440 
MHz
•BW 19.38 MHz
•Peak Power 1000 W
•Average Power 19 W
•Azimuth 3dB Beam Width 
19°
•Elevation 3dB Beam 
Width 38°





•5 Golden Eye UAVs
•20 iSTAR UAVs
•4 REMUS UUVs














• Value Systems Design
• Architectures








• alue Syste s esign
• rchitectures
• Threats  Scenarios
• T SI Integration
• ost nalysis

















































Covered to Total 
Search Area
Avg Number of 
Visits per COI
Ratio COI's ID'd / 
Total COI
Ratioof Inncorrect 
IC's / Total ID's
Ratio of 
Personnel 
Exposed to risk / 
Total Personnel
Ratio of 
Casualties / Total 
Personnel
Avg Time to 
Establish 80% of 
RMP
Ratio Correct 
COI's ID'd / Total 
COI




Avg Time to kill 
90% of RMP
Ratio of Targets 
Engaged / Total 
Targets
Ratio of Friendly 
Assets Survived / 
Total SoS ASsets
Ratio of Enemy 
Assets 
Survived  / Total 
Enemy Assets
.3
.6 .18 .4 .12
.4 .072 1 .12
.6 .108
.2
.7 .14 .3 .06
.6 .084 1 .06
.4 .056
.2
.6 .12 .4 .08
1 .081 .12
.3 .3
.4 .12 .6 .18

















































































































































{Sc}  -Set of Scenarios
{Arch} - Set of Architectures

















































Manned Only   
(Arch 1) 0 1.53 23
Balanced Hybrid 





* Per 1-year Basis
** Per 10-year Basis Including Inflation
* Per 1-year Basis
** Per 10-year Basis Including Inflation
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Systems Cost Comparison





































































• Fiscal Year Estimates
– Not Available From Open Sources
– Based on Proprietary Sources
• Future Manned and Unmanned Systems 
Equivalent in Cost to Manned Systems
– UAV2-1 Cost Equivalent to E-2C
– F-35 (Joint Strike Fighter) Based on F/A-18F O&S 
Data
• Current UAV O&S Costs Approximately 10% 
of Manned Equivalents
– Based on Air Force Predator O&S Costs
• Fiscal Year sti ates
– ot Available Fro  pen Sources
– Based on Proprietary Sources
• Future anned and n anned Syste s 
quivalent in ost to anned Syste s
– AV2-1 Cost Equivalent to E-2C
– F-35 (Joint Strike Fighter) Based on F/A-18F S 
Data
• urrent  S osts pproxi ately 10  
of anned quivalents


























• All O&S Costs in FY2003 From VAMOSC, 
AFTOC and OSMIS Databases
• Costs for Future Systems (i.e., UVs and (X) 
Ships) Estimated Using Analogy Technique
• Derivation of Proposed Future System 




• ll S osts in FY2003 Fro  S , 
T  and S IS atabases
• osts for Future Syste s (i.e., s and ( ) 
Ships) sti ated sing nalogy Technique
• erivation of Proposed Future Syste  
nit ost sing ost actors
– Co plexity
– iniaturization
– Productivity I prove ent
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Cost Organizations
• Navy Center for Cost Analysis (NCCA)
• Air Force Cost Analysis Agency (AFCAA)
• US Army Cost and Economic Analysis 
Center (USACEAC)
• Defense Cost and Research Center 
(DCARC)
• Tecolote Research (ACEIT
Software)
• avy enter for ost nalysis ( )
• ir orce ost alysis ge cy ( )
•  r y ost a d co o ic nalysis 
e ter ( )
• efe se ost a d esearc  e ter 
( )
























• Value Systems Design
• Architectures








• alue Syste s esign
• rchitectures
• Threats  Scenarios
• T SI Integration
• ost nalysis

















































Covered to Total 
Search Area
Avg Number of 
Visits per COI
Ratio COI's ID'd / 
Total COI
Ratioof Inncorrect 
IC's / Total ID's
Ratio of 
Personnel 
Exposed to risk / 
Total Personnel
Ratio of 
Casualties / Total 
Personnel
Avg Time to 
Establish 80% of 
RMP
Ratio Correct 
COI's ID'd / Total 
COI




Avg Time to kill 
90% of RMP
Ratio of Targets 
Engaged / Total 
Targets
Ratio of Friendly 
Assets Survived / 
Total SoS ASsets
Ratio of Enemy 
Assets 
Survived  / Total 
Enemy Assets
.3
.6 .18 .4 .12
.4 .072 1 .12
.6 .108
.2
.7 .14 .3 .06
.6 .084 1 .06
.4 .056
.2
.6 .12 .4 .08
1 .081 .12
.3 .3
.4 .12 .6 .18

















































































































































{Sc}  -Set of Scenarios
{Arch} - Set of Architectures






























• Quantitative Data 




• Quantitative Data 




• Important Questions and 
Sensitive Design Variables 
Identified
• Comprehensive Modeling 
Framework Developed to 
Answer the Important Questions
ethod 
• Important Questions and 
Sensitive Design Variables 
Identified
• Comprehensive Modeling 
Framework Developed to 














































Covered to Total 
Search Area
Avg Number of 
Visits per COI
Ratio COI' s ID'd / 
Total COI
Ratioof Inncorrect 
IC's / Total ID's
Ratio of 
Personnel 
Exposed to risk / 
Total Personnel
Ratio of 
Casualties / Total 
Personnel
Avg Time to 
Establish 80% of 
RMP
Ratio Correct 
COI' s ID'd / Total 
COI




Avg Time to kill 
90% of RMP
Ratio of Targets 
Engaged / Total 
Targets
Ratio of Friendly 
Assets Survived / 
Total SoS ASsets
Ratio of Enemy 
Assets 
Survived  / Total 
Enemy Assets
.3
.6 .18 .4 .12
.4 . 072 1 .12
.6 . 108
.2
.7 . 14 .3 .06
.6 . 084 1 .06
.4 . 056
.2
.6 . 12 .4 .08
1 .081 . 12
.3 .3
.4 . 12 .6 .18















































Covered to Total 
Search Area
Avg Number of 
Visits per COI
Ratio COI' s ID'd / 
Total COI
Ratioof Inncorrect 
IC's / Total ID's
Ratio of 
Personnel 
Exposed to risk / 
Total Personnel
Ratio of 
Casualties / Total 
Personnel
Avg Time to 
Establish 80% of 
RMP
Ratio Correct 
COI' s ID'd / Total 
COI




Avg Time to kill 
90% of RMP
Ratio of Targets 
Engaged / Total 
Targets
Ratio of Friendly 
Assets Survived / 
Total SoS ASsets
Ratio of Enemy 
Assets 
Survived  / Total 
Enemy Assets
.3
.6 .18 .4 .12
.4 . 072 1 .12
.6 . 108
.2
.7 . 14 .3 .06
.6 . 084 1 .06
.4 . 056
.2
.6 . 12 .4 .08
1 .081 . 12
.3 .3
.4 . 12 .6 . 18
1 .12 1 . 18
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 5 9755 0 0 106 0 0.569 1
2 2 1 1 1 1 2 133 133 133 10 36 9755 129 455 106 3 28.905 1
3 3 1 1 1 1 3 858 858 858 47 137 9755 0 8393 106 9 30.507 1
4 4 1 1 1 2 1 5 5 5 4 5 9755 0 0 106 0 1.501 1
5 5 1 1 1 2 2 133 133 133 130 151 9755 493 646 106 2 28.533 1
6 6 1 1 1 2 3 858 858 858 14 78 9755 0 7377 106 6 32.267 1
7 7 1 1 1 3 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
8 8 1 1 1 3 2 133 133 133 21 46 9755 323 728 106 2 28.599 1
9 9 1 1 1 3 3 858 858 858 279 469 9755 0 9283 106 40 30.588 1
10 10 1 1 2 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
11 11 1 1 2 1 2 133 133 133 9 24 9755 2 129 106 1 28.090 1
12 12 1 1 2 1 3 858 858 858 226 398 9755 0 9296 106 50 38.714 1
13 13 1 1 2 2 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
14 14 1 1 2 2 2 133 133 133 129 175 9755 544 1652 106 4 28.962 1
15 15 1 1 2 2 3 858 858 858 12 75 9755 0 2194 106 5 30.676 1
16 16 1 1 2 3 1 5 5 5 2 4 9755 0 0 106 0 1.157 1
17 17 1 1 2 3 2 133 133 133 109 136 9755 801 0 106 0 27.629 1
18 18 1 1 2 3 3 858 858 858 251 402 9755 0 9412 106 35 29.236 1
19 19 1 2 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
20 20 1 2 1 1 2 133 133 133 19 48 9755 452 0 106 0 28.600 1
21 21 1 2 1 1 3 858 858 858 265 422 9755 0 9149 106 34 31.187 1
22 22 1 2 1 2 1 5 5 5 2 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
23 23 1 2 1 2 2 133 133 133 27 53 9755 129 584 106 2 30.828 1
24 24 1 2 1 2 3 858 858 858 271 439 9755 0 9297 106 34 30.188 1
25 25 1 2 1 3 1 5 5 5 2 3 9755 0 0 106 0 0.618 1
26 26 1 2 1 3 2 133 133 133 30 58 9755 324 364 106 1 29.249 1
27 27 1 2 1 3 3 858 858 858 281 443 9755 0 9184 106 29 29.638 1
28 28 1 2 2 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.981 1
29 29 1 2 2 1 2 133 133 133 26 52 9755 354 326 106 3 28.524 1
30 30 1 2 2 1 3 858 858 858 303 491 9755 0 9421 106 37 29.734 1
31 31 1 2 2 2 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.972 1
32 32 1 2 2 2 2 133 133 133 126 167 9755 7471 220 106 1 29.250 1
33 33 1 2 2 2 3 858 858 858 298 462 9755 0 9081 106 38 32.092 1
34 34 1 2 2 3 1 5 5 5 4 6 9755 0 0 106 0 1.139 1
35 35 1 2 2 3 2 133 133 133 21 57 9755 1139 2 106 1 28.158 1
36 36 1 2 2 3 3 858 858 858 262 422 9755 0 9276 106 34 30.208 1
37 37 1 3 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.934 1
38 38 1 3 1 1 2 133 133 133 111 132 9755 1507 6044 106 2 29.245 1
39 39 1 3 1 1 3 858 858 858 26 80 9755 0 1610 106 3 29.784 1
40 40 1 3 1 2 1 5 5 5 4 5 9755 0 0 106 0 0.935 1
41 41 1 3 1 2 2 133 133 133 33 49 9755 2 323 106 1 28.623 1
42 42 1 3 1 2 3 858 858 858 250 432 9755 0 8455 106 35 31.241 1
43 43 1 3 1 3 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0 0 106 0 1.565 1
44 44 1 3 1 3 2 133 133 133 67 94 9755 440 323 106 1 27.715 1
45 45 1 3 1 3 3 858 858 858 14 70 9755 0 657 106 3 30.657 1
46 46 1 3 2 1 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
47 47 1 3 2 1 2 133 133 133 11 39 9755 6410 258 106 2 30.551 1
48 48 1 3 2 1 3 858 858 858 274 444 9755 0 9156 106 38 32.112 1








































Run#1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 5 9755 0 0 106 0 0.569 1
2 2 1 1 1 1 2 133 133 133 10 36 9755 129 455 106 3 28.905 1
3 3 1 1 1 1 3 858 858 858 47 137 9755 0 8393 106 9 30.507 1
4 4 1 1 1 2 1 5 5 5 4 5 9755 0 0 106 0 1.501 1
5 5 1 1 1 2 2 133 133 133 130 151 9755 493 646 106 2 28.533 1
6 6 1 1 1 2 3 858 858 858 14 78 9755 0 7377 106 6 32.267 1
7 7 1 1 1 3 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
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10 10 1 1 2 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
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15 15 1 1 2 2 3 858 858 858 12 75 9755 0 2194 106 5 30.676 1
16 16 1 1 2 3 1 5 5 5 2 4 9755 0 0 106 0 1.157 1
17 17 1 1 2 3 2 133 133 133 109 136 9755 801 0 106 0 27.629 1
18 18 1 1 2 3 3 858 858 858 251 402 9755 0 9412 106 35 29.236 1
19 19 1 2 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
20 20 1 2 1 1 2 133 133 133 19 48 9755 452 0 106 0 28.600 1
21 21 1 2 1 1 3 858 858 858 265 422 9755 0 9149 106 34 31.187 1
22 22 1 2 1 2 1 5 5 5 2 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
23 23 1 2 1 2 2 133 133 133 27 53 9755 129 584 106 2 30.828 1
24 24 1 2 1 2 3 858 858 858 271 439 9755 0 9297 106 34 30.188 1
25 25 1 2 1 3 1 5 5 5 2 3 9755 0 0 106 0 0.618 1
26 26 1 2 1 3 2 133 133 133 30 58 9755 324 364 106 1 29.249 1
27 27 1 2 1 3 3 858 858 858 281 443 9755 0 9184 106 29 29.638 1
28 28 1 2 2 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.981 1
29 29 1 2 2 1 2 133 133 133 26 52 9755 354 326 106 3 28.524 1
30 30 1 2 2 1 3 858 858 858 303 491 9755 0 9421 106 37 29.734 1
31 31 1 2 2 2 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.972 1
32 32 1 2 2 2 2 133 133 133 126 167 9755 7471 220 106 1 29.250 1
33 33 1 2 2 2 3 858 858 858 298 462 9755 0 9081 106 38 32.092 1
34 34 1 2 2 3 1 5 5 5 4 6 9755 0 0 106 0 1.139 1
35 35 1 2 2 3 2 133 133 133 21 57 9755 1139 2 106 1 28.158 1
36 36 1 2 2 3 3 858 858 858 262 422 9755 0 9276 106 34 30.208 1
37 37 1 3 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.934 1
38 38 1 3 1 1 2 133 133 133 111 132 9755 1507 6044 106 2 29.245 1
39 39 1 3 1 1 3 858 858 858 26 80 9755 0 1610 106 3 29.784 1
40 40 1 3 1 2 1 5 5 5 4 5 9755 0 0 106 0 0.935 1
41 41 1 3 1 2 2 133 133 133 33 49 9755 2 323 106 1 28.623 1
42 42 1 3 1 2 3 858 858 858 250 432 9755 0 8455 106 35 31.241 1
43 43 1 3 1 3 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0 0 106 0 1.565 1
44 44 1 3 1 3 2 133 133 133 67 94 9755 440 323 106 1 27.715 1
45 45 1 3 1 3 3 858 858 858 14 70 9755 0 657 106 3 30.657 1
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• o eli  
ra e or
• o eli  ools




• Conduct a Simulative Monte Carlo 
Analysis to Quantify the Effectiveness of 
Alternative SoS Architectures by 
Answering
– How Much Time Does the SoS Require to 
Establish the Recognized Maritime Picture? 
– How Well Does the SoS Engage Threats? 
– How Well Does the SoS Protect Personnel 
From Risk? 
– How Well Does the SoS Endure Combat?
• o ct a i lative o te arlo 
alysis to a tify t e ffective ess of 
lter ative o  rc itect res y 
s eri
– o  uch Ti e oes the SoS equire to 
stablish the ecognized ariti e Picture? 
– o  ell oes the SoS ngage Threats? 
– o  ell oes the SoS Protect Personnel 
Fro  isk? 







































– Communications Network 
Architecture
– Command and Control
– Platform Physical Distribution
• Scenario
 rc it ct r
– o unications et ork 
rchitecture
– o and and ontrol










o  rc itect re ariable
– anned nly
– Balanced ybrid
– Pri arily n anned
Manned Only



























Command and Control (C2)
– Centralized
– Decentralized


















































Interface With & 
Support Upper 
Levels
Lo er Levels 





















Quantitative Data Provided 
to Fulfill Simulative Study 
Objective
uantitative ata Provided 
to Fulfill Si ulative Study 
bjective
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 5 9755 0 0 106 0 0.569 1
2 2 1 1 1 1 2 133 133 133 10 36 9755 129 455 106 3 28.905 1
3 3 1 1 1 1 3 858 858 858 47 137 9755 0 8393 106 9 30.507 1
4 4 1 1 1 2 1 5 5 5 4 5 9755 0 0 106 0 1.501 1
5 5 1 1 1 2 2 133 133 133 130 151 9755 493 646 106 2 28.533 1
6 6 1 1 1 2 3 858 858 858 14 78 9755 0 7377 106 6 32.267 1
7 7 1 1 1 3 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
8 8 1 1 1 3 2 133 133 133 21 46 9755 323 728 106 2 28.599 1
9 9 1 1 1 3 3 858 858 858 279 469 9755 0 9283 106 40 30.588 1
10 10 1 1 2 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
11 11 1 1 2 1 2 133 133 133 9 24 9755 2 129 106 1 28.090 1
12 12 1 1 2 1 3 858 858 858 226 398 9755 0 9296 106 50 38.714 1
13 13 1 1 2 2 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
14 14 1 1 2 2 2 133 133 133 129 175 9755 544 1652 106 4 28.962 1
15 15 1 1 2 2 3 858 858 858 12 75 9755 0 2194 106 5 30.676 1
16 16 1 1 2 3 1 5 5 5 2 4 9755 0 0 106 0 1.157 1
17 17 1 1 2 3 2 133 133 133 109 136 9755 801 0 106 0 27.629 1
18 18 1 1 2 3 3 858 858 858 251 402 9755 0 9412 106 35 29.236 1
19 19 1 2 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
20 20 1 2 1 1 2 133 133 133 19 48 9755 452 0 106 0 28.600 1
21 21 1 2 1 1 3 858 858 858 265 422 9755 0 9149 106 34 31.187 1
22 22 1 2 1 2 1 5 5 5 2 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
23 23 1 2 1 2 2 133 133 133 27 53 9755 129 584 106 2 30.828 1
24 24 1 2 1 2 3 858 858 858 271 439 9755 0 9297 106 34 30.188 1
25 25 1 2 1 3 1 5 5 5 2 3 9755 0 0 106 0 0.618 1
26 26 1 2 1 3 2 133 133 133 30 58 9755 324 364 106 1 29.249 1
27 27 1 2 1 3 3 858 858 858 281 443 9755 0 9184 106 29 29.638 1
28 28 1 2 2 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.981 1
29 29 1 2 2 1 2 133 133 133 26 52 9755 354 326 106 3 28.524 1
30 30 1 2 2 1 3 858 858 858 303 491 9755 0 9421 106 37 29.734 1
31 31 1 2 2 2 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.972 1
32 32 1 2 2 2 2 133 133 133 126 167 9755 7471 220 106 1 29.250 1
33 33 1 2 2 2 3 858 858 858 298 462 9755 0 9081 106 38 32.092 1
34 34 1 2 2 3 1 5 5 5 4 6 9755 0 0 106 0 1.139 1
35 35 1 2 2 3 2 133 133 133 21 57 9755 1139 2 106 1 28.158 1
36 36 1 2 2 3 3 858 858 858 262 422 9755 0 9276 106 34 30.208 1
37 37 1 3 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.934 1
38 38 1 3 1 1 2 133 133 133 111 132 9755 1507 6044 106 2 29.245 1
39 39 1 3 1 1 3 858 858 858 26 80 9755 0 1610 106 3 29.784 1
40 40 1 3 1 2 1 5 5 5 4 5 9755 0 0 106 0 0.935 1
41 41 1 3 1 2 2 133 133 133 33 49 9755 2 323 106 1 28.623 1
42 42 1 3 1 2 3 858 858 858 250 432 9755 0 8455 106 35 31.241 1
43 43 1 3 1 3 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0 0 106 0 1.565 1
44 44 1 3 1 3 2 133 133 133 67 94 9755 440 323 106 1 27.715 1
45 45 1 3 1 3 3 858 858 858 14 70 9755 0 657 106 3 30.657 1
46 46 1 3 2 1 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
47 47 1 3 2 1 2 133 133 133 11 39 9755 6410 258 106 2 30.551 1
48 48 1 3 2 1 3 858 858 858 274 444 9755 0 9156 106 38 32.112 1








































Run#1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 5 9755 0 0 106 0 0.569 1
2 2 1 1 1 1 2 133 133 133 10 36 9755 129 455 106 3 28.905 1
3 3 1 1 1 1 3 858 858 858 47 137 9755 0 8393 106 9 30.507 1
4 4 1 1 1 2 1 5 5 5 4 5 9755 0 0 106 0 1.501 1
5 5 1 1 1 2 2 133 133 133 130 151 9755 493 646 106 2 28.533 1
6 6 1 1 1 2 3 858 858 858 14 78 9755 0 7377 106 6 32.267 1
7 7 1 1 1 3 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
8 8 1 1 1 3 2 133 133 133 21 46 9755 323 728 106 2 28.599 1
9 9 1 1 1 3 3 858 858 858 279 469 9755 0 9283 106 40 30.588 1
10 10 1 1 2 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
11 11 1 1 2 1 2 133 133 133 9 24 9755 2 129 106 1 28.090 1
12 12 1 1 2 1 3 858 858 858 226 398 9755 0 9296 106 50 38.714 1
13 13 1 1 2 2 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
14 14 1 1 2 2 2 133 133 133 129 175 9755 544 1652 106 4 28.962 1
15 15 1 1 2 2 3 858 858 858 12 75 9755 0 2194 106 5 30.676 1
16 16 1 1 2 3 1 5 5 5 2 4 9755 0 0 106 0 1.157 1
17 17 1 1 2 3 2 133 133 133 109 136 9755 801 0 106 0 27.629 1
18 18 1 1 2 3 3 858 858 858 251 402 9755 0 9412 106 35 29.236 1
19 19 1 2 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
20 20 1 2 1 1 2 133 133 133 19 48 9755 452 0 106 0 28.600 1
21 21 1 2 1 1 3 858 858 858 265 422 9755 0 9149 106 34 31.187 1
22 22 1 2 1 2 1 5 5 5 2 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
23 23 1 2 1 2 2 133 133 133 27 53 9755 129 584 106 2 30.828 1
24 24 1 2 1 2 3 858 858 858 271 439 9755 0 9297 106 34 30.188 1
25 25 1 2 1 3 1 5 5 5 2 3 9755 0 0 106 0 0.618 1
26 26 1 2 1 3 2 133 133 133 30 58 9755 324 364 106 1 29.249 1
27 27 1 2 1 3 3 858 858 858 281 443 9755 0 9184 106 29 29.638 1
28 28 1 2 2 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.981 1
29 29 1 2 2 1 2 133 133 133 26 52 9755 354 326 106 3 28.524 1
30 30 1 2 2 1 3 858 858 858 303 491 9755 0 9421 106 37 29.734 1
31 31 1 2 2 2 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.972 1
32 32 1 2 2 2 2 133 133 133 126 167 9755 7471 220 106 1 29.250 1
33 33 1 2 2 2 3 858 858 858 298 462 9755 0 9081 106 38 32.092 1
34 34 1 2 2 3 1 5 5 5 4 6 9755 0 0 106 0 1.139 1
35 35 1 2 2 3 2 133 133 133 21 57 9755 1139 2 106 1 28.158 1
36 36 1 2 2 3 3 858 858 858 262 422 9755 0 9276 106 34 30.208 1
37 37 1 3 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.934 1
38 38 1 3 1 1 2 133 133 133 111 132 9755 1507 6044 106 2 29.245 1
39 39 1 3 1 1 3 858 858 858 26 80 9755 0 1610 106 3 29.784 1
40 40 1 3 1 2 1 5 5 5 4 5 9755 0 0 106 0 0.935 1
41 41 1 3 1 2 2 133 133 133 33 49 9755 2 323 106 1 28.623 1
42 42 1 3 1 2 3 858 858 858 250 432 9755 0 8455 106 35 31.241 1
43 43 1 3 1 3 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0 0 106 0 1.565 1
44 44 1 3 1 3 2 133 133 133 67 94 9755 440 323 106 1 27.715 1
45 45 1 3 1 3 3 858 858 858 14 70 9755 0 657 106 3 30.657 1
46 46 1 3 2 1 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0 0 106 0 0.570 1
47 47 1 3 2 1 2 133 133 133 11 39 9755 6410 258 106 2 30.551 1
48 48 1 3 2 1 3 858 858 858 274 444 9755 0 9156 106 38 32.112 1































































• Implement Physical 
Laws for Analytical 
Application
• Generate P_det vs 
Range Curves
• Provide Flexible Tool 
for etection 
Si ulation ith 
Sensor/Target Pairs 
• I ple ent Physical 
La s for Analytical 
Application
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• Engineering Physics Based Modeling 
Performed to Create Database Tables and 
Lateral Range Detection Curves for Sensors / 
Threats Pairs
• Sensor-Target Models
– Probability of Detection (P_det) vs Range Curves
• Physics Models* 
– Radar Based on Swerling II
– Acoustic Based on Manning P_det
– Infrared (IR) Based on Johnson’s Criteria
*R. Harney, Combat Systems Sensors Vol. I & II, Naval Postgraduate School 2004, Unpublished Manuscript
• ngineering Physics ased odeling 
Perfor ed to reate atabase Tables and 
Lateral ange etection urves for Sensors / 
Threats Pairs
• Sensor-Target odels
– Probability of Detection (P_det) vs Range Curves
• Physics odels* 
– Radar Based on S erling II
– Acoustic Based on anning P_det
– Infrared (IR) Based on Johnson’s Criteria
*R. Harney, Combat Systems Sensors Vol. I & II, Naval Postgraduate School 2004, Unpublished Manuscript
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Engineering Model Inputs
• Sensor Parameters 
• TDSI FOPEN Radar 
Performance 
Parameters





• Sensor Para eters 
• T SI F P  adar 
Perfor ance 
Para eters
• Specific ne y Threat 
haracteristics Fro  
Scenario 
• nviron ental 
Para eters
Mach Conversion Table
km/hr m/s Mach km/hr m/s Mach Reflectance = 0.0100 100.00
720 200 0.6061 1,098 305 0.9242 Emissivity = 0.9900
738 205 0.6212 1,116 310 0.9394 Pi = 3.14
756 210 0.6364 1,134 315 0.9545 TA Radians = 0
774 215 0.6515 1,152 320 0.9697 Sensor Freq(M) = 3.0E+09 30
792 220 0.6667 1,170 325 0.9848
810 225 0.6818 1,188 330 1.0000
828 230 0.6970 1,206 335 1.0152
846 235 0.7121 1,224 340 1.0303 Reqd CNR 0.69 69
864 240 0.7273 1,242 345 1.0455 Power (watts) 3.0000E+09 3000
882 245 0.7424 1,260 350 1.0606 Aperture Diameter (m) 4.000 4000
900 250 0.7576 1,278 355 1.0758 Bandwidth (Hz) 1.00E+08 100
918 255 0.7727 1,296 360 1.0909 Freq (Hz) 3.00E+09 3
936 260 0.7879 1,314 365 1.1061 Noise figure 1 1
954 265 0.8030 1,332 370 1.1212 Antenna Temp (K) 300 300
972 270 0.8182 1,350 375 1.1364
990 275 0.8333 1,368 380 1.1515
1,008 280 0.8485 1,386 385 1.1667
1,026 285 0.8636 1,404 390 1.1818
1,044 290 0.8788 1,422 395 1.1970
1,062 295 0.8939 1,440 400 1.2121
1,080 300 0.9091 1,458 405 1.2273
Generic Threat Categories
Threat Length (m) Diameter (m) Reflectivity RCS (m 2̂) Body temp. (K) Engine temp. (K)Emmisivity Target angle (radians)IR Area (m 2̂)
ASCM-1 3.75 0.42 0.1 0.0138474 351.894 1000 0.9900 0.1370893
ASCM-2 8.9 0.67 0.1 0.03523865 675 1000 0.9900 0.3488626
ASCM-3 11.6 0.92 0.1 0.0664424 1800 1000 0.9900 0.6577798
Ambient temp (K) 300
Mach Conversion Table
km/hr m/s Mach km/hr m/s Mach Reflectance = 0.0100 100.00
720 200 0.6061 1,098 305 0.9242 Emissivity = 0.99 0
738 205 0.6212 1,1 6 310 0.93 4 Pi = 3.14
756 210 0.63 4 1,134 315 0.9545 TA Radians = 0
774 215 0.6515 1,152 320 0.96 7 Sensor Freq(M) = 3.0E+09 30
792 220 0.66 7 1,170 325 0.9848
810 225 0.6818 1,188 330 1.0 00
82 230 0.6970 1,206 335 1.0 52
846 235 0.7121 1,224 340 1.03 3 Reqd CNR 0.69 69
864 240 0.72 3 1,24 345 1.0455 Pow r (watts) 3.0000E+09 3000
882 245 0.7424 1,260 350 1.06 6 Apertur  Diameter (m) 4. 00 400
900 250 0.75 6 1,278 355 1.0758 Bandwidth (Hz) 1.00E+08 10
918 255 0.7727 1,296 360 1.09 9 Freq (Hz) 3.00E+09 3
936 260 0.78 9 1,3 4 365 1.1061 Noise figure 1 1
954 265 0.8 30 1,332 370 1.12 2 Antenna Temp (K) 300 300
972 270 0.81 2 1,350 375 1.1364
990 275 0.8333 1,368 380 1.15 5
1,008 280 0.84 5 1,386 385 1.1667
1,026 285 0.8636 1,404 390 1.18 8
1,044 290 0.87 8 1,422 395 1.1970
1,062 295 0.8939 1,440 400 1.2 21
1,08 300 0.9 91 1,458 405 1.2273
Generic Threat Categories
Threat Length (m) Diameter (m) Reflectivity RCS (m 2̂) Body temp. (K) Engine temp. (K)Emmisivity Target angle (radians)IR Area (m 2̂)
ASCM-1 3.75 0.42 0.1 0.0138474 351.894 1000 0.9900 0.1370893
ASCM-2 8.9 0.67 0.1 0.03523865 675 100 0.9900 0.3488626
ASCM-3 11.6 0.92 0.1 0. 664424 1800 100 0.9900 0.6577798
Ambient temp (K) 300
Pi = 3.14 100
Pt (W) = 100
Sigma = Noise Fig. = 1
T = 299.7 25477
TA (Rad) = 0 TBF =
Ant F (Hz) 3000000000 3 CNR = 0.79 79
Ant Ap = 0.003 3 BW = 1.05E+08 105.00
7340 10000
RCS Length (m) Length (m)
(m̂ 2) ASCM Detection Detection A/C Detection Detection
Diameter 7.34 Range (m) Range (nm) 10.00 Range (m) Range (nm)
0.01 7.9E-07 1.6E-01 9.0E-05 7.9E-07 1.6E-01 9.0E-05
0.02 3.1E-06 2.3E-01 1.3E-04 3.1E-06 2.3E-01 1.3E-04
0.03 7.1E-06 2.8E-01 1.6E-04 7.1E-06 2.8E-01 1.6E-04
0.04 1.3E-05 3.3E-01 1.8E-04 1.3E-05 3.3E-01 1.8E-04
0.05 2.0E-05 3.7E-01 2.0E-04 2.0E-05 3.7E-01 2.0E-04
0.06 2.8E-05 4.0E-01 2.2E-04 2.8E-05 4.0E-01 2.2E-04
0.07 3.8E-05 4.3E-01 2.4E-04 3.8E-05 4.3E-01 2.4E-04










Pi = 3.14 100
Pt (W) = 100
Sigma = Noise Fig. = 1
T = 299.7 25477
TA (Rad) = 0 TBF =
Ant F (Hz) 3000000000 3 CNR = 0.79 79
Ant Ap = 0.003 3 BW = 1.05E+08 105.00
7340 10000
RCS Length (m) Length (m)
(m̂ 2) ASCM Detection Detection A/C Detection Detection
Diameter 7.34 Range (m) Range (nm) 10.00 Range (m) Range (nm)
0.01 7.9E-07 1.6E-01 9.0E-05 7.9E-07 1.6E-01 9.0E-05
0.02 3.1E-06 2.3E-01 1.3E-04 3.1E-06 2.3E-01 1.3E-04
0.03 7.1E-06 2.8E-01 1.6E-04 7.1E-06 2.8E-01 1.6E-04
0.04 1.3E-05 3.3E-01 1.8E-04 1.3E-05 3.3E-01 1.8E-04
0.05 2.0E-05 3.7E-01 2.0E-04 2.0E-05 3.7E-01 2.0E-04
0.06 2.8E-05 4.0E-01 2.2E-04 2.8E-05 4.0E-01 2.2E-04
0.07 3.8E-05 4.3E-01 2.4E-04 3.8E-05 4.3E-01 2.4E-04
















• Threat Signatures 
(Radar, IR, Acoustic)
• P_det vs. Range for 
Sensor-target 
Pairings
• Threat ignatures 
( adar, I , coustic)
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– P_det vs. Range 
• allo  ater 
co stics oolset 
( ) - 
• I p ts
– nviron ent
– Sensor Para eters
– Target Para eters
• tputs
– P_det vs. ange 
Engineering Models –
 SWAT SWAT Input 
Table

















• Simulate Tactical 
Level Employment 
of Sensors Against 
Threats
• Make Use of 
Sensor P_det vs 
Range Curves in 
Performance 
Analysis
 i l t  ctic l 
l l t 
f s rs i st 
r ts
  s  f 
s r _ t s 
 r s i  
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DD/EF DD/K-Band DD/X-Band DD/SPS67 DD/SPS55 DD/B-Band DD/EF-SH-60-IR
Run #/Col # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 4695 27768 27765 27765 13895 3138 2018
2 27768 10488 8897 27765 25724 5333 2014
3 11576 11171 1320 41541 27768 7634 2015
4 462 22686 9221 13891 25941 4864 2016
5 27768 13896 13892 4427 27768 4615 7732
6 41580 5621 27770 10765 13895 2661 7603
7 27769 3286 3652 27764 2154 7028 2017
8 13891 913 13890 13885 7025 2016 3472
9 13889 13892 3188 13889 55073 7570 2017
10 3883 10277 27767 13173 38561 2015 5531
11 12527 9377 5876 13886 19997 8505 2015
12 13890 41582 13895 13654 25795 3259 2016
13 2282 27768 13892 11743 55389 5652 7177
14 13893 13886 8928 11202 5327 3735 2015
15 6994 12026 13885 27765 41577 6942 2016
16 41578 13782 69204 5355 13885 3632 2016
17 27767 27764 27766 9478 27769 7493 7172
18 13891 2075 20988 13892 24262 6052 5419
DD/EF DD/K-Band DD/X-Band DD/SPS67 DD/SPS55 DD/B-Band DD/EF-SH-60-IR
Run #/Col # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 4695 27768 27765 27765 13895 3138 2018
2 27768 10488 8897 27765 25724 5333 2014
3 11576 11171 1320 41541 27768 7634 2015
4 462 22686 9221 13891 25941 4864 2016
5 27768 13896 13892 4427 27768 4615 7732
6 41580 5621 27770 10765 13895 2661 7603
7 27769 3286 3652 27764 2154 7028 2017
8 13891 913 13890 13885 7025 2016 3472
9 13889 13892 3188 13889 55073 7570 2017
10 3883 10277 27767 13173 38561 2015 5531
11 12527 9377 5876 13886 19997 8505 2015
12 13890 41582 13895 13654 25795 3259 2016
13 2282 27768 13892 11743 55389 5652 7177
14 13893 13886 8928 11202 5327 3735 2015
15 6994 12026 13885 27765 41577 6942 2016
16 41578 13782 69204 5355 13885 3632 2016
17 27767 27764 27766 9478 27769 7493 7172
18 13891 2075 20988 13892 24262 6052 5419
Time-to-Detect 
Distribution




• Discrete Event Simulation Tool 
Developed by NAVSEA Panama City, FL
• Integration of  Engineering Level 
Detection Curves Into Tactical 
Simulation
• Simulation of Vehicle Characteristics, 
Sensor, and Employment for a Variety of 
Unmanned Systems
• iscrete vent i ulation ool 
eveloped by  ana a ity, 
• Integration of  ngineering evel 
etection urves Into actical 
i ulation
• i ulation of ehicle haracteristics, 
ensor, and ploy ent for a ariety of 
n anned yste s
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ALWSE-MC Inputs




• P_det vs. ange urves
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• Platform/Combat System Modeling Performed to 
Incorporate Operational Implementation of 
Sensors/Threats Pairs and Produce Time to Detection 
Data
• Monte Carlo Analysis (200 Runs per Sensor/Target Pair)
• ALWSE-MC Simulation Missions
– Surface (ASuW) Threats: DD, FFG, PGM
– Anti-submarine (ASW) Threats: Diesel, Mini, Nuclear
– Air (AW) Threats: Fighter, Bomber
– Mine (MIW) Threats: Moored/Bottom (25 Each)
– Land Threats: 50 SAM Launchers
• Use of P_det Curves For Each Sensor/Target Pairing
• Generation of Distributions of Average Detection Time 
For Sensor–Target Pairings Used As Input Into Extend™
• Platfor /Co bat Syste  odeling Perfor ed to 
Incorporate perational I ple entation of 
Sensors/Threats Pairs and Produce Ti e to Detection 
Data
• onte Carlo Analysis (200 Runs per Sensor/Target Pair)
• AL SE- C Si ulation issions
– Surface (ASu ) Threats: DD, FFG, PG
– Anti-sub arine (AS ) Threats: Diesel, ini, uclear
– Air (A ) Threats: Fighter, Bo ber
– ine ( I ) Threats: oored/Botto  (25 Each)
– Land Threats: 50 SA  Launchers
• se of P_det Curves For Each Sensor/Target Pairing
• Generation of Distributions of Average Detection Ti e 















• Process Model of 
Maritime Dominance 
Concept
• High Level 
Interactions Between 
Opposing Forces
• Effects of Changing 
SoS Force Structure 
and Architecture 
Attributes on Outcome
• Process odel of 
ariti e o inance 
oncept
• igh Level 
Interactions et een 
pposing Forces
• ffects of hanging 
SoS Force Structure 
and rchitecture 




1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 5 9755 0 0 106 0 0.569 1
2 2 1 1 1 1 2 133 133 133 10 36 9755 129 455 106 3 28.905 1
3 3 1 1 1 1 3 858 858 858 47 137 9755 0 8393 106 9 30.507 1
4 4 1 1 1 2 1 5 5 5 4 5 9755 0 0 106 0 1.501 1










































Simulative Study Performance Measures
Scenario
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• Discrete-Event Simulation Tool
• Multi-Layer Simulation
• Object-Oriented Design
• Extensive Libraries of Alterable 
Icons Representing Simulation 
Processes
• Integrated Database Utility
iscr t - v t i l ti  l
lti- y r i l ti
j ct- ri t  si
t si  i r ri s f lt r l  
Ic s r s ti  i l ti  
r c ss s




















































































Threat Analysis and Evaluation: 





















































































• Full-Factorial Design With 
Configurations For All Combinations 
of Design Variables
– 3 Scenarios (Benign, Nominal, Stressing)
– 3 Architectures (Manned Only, Balanced 
Hybrid, Primarily Unmanned)
– 3 Communications Network 
Architectures (Enclave, Hybrid, 
Distributed)
– 2 C2 Structures (Centralized, 
Decentralized)
– 2 Physical Platform Distributions (Small, 
Medium, Large) 
• Run Matrix (162 Configurations with 
50 Monte Carlo Runs Each) – 8100 
Runs
• Full-Factorial Design ith 
Configurations For All Co binations 
of Design Variables
– 3 Scenarios (Benign, Nominal, Stressing)
– 3 Architectures (Manned Only, Balanced 
Hybrid, Primarily Unmanned)
– 3 Communications Network 
Architectures (Enclave, Hybrid, 
Distributed)
– 2 C2 Structures (Centralized, 
Decentralized)
– 2 Physical Platform Distributions (Small, 
Medium, Large) 
• Run atrix (162 Configurations with 





• SoS Objects 
– Platform Types 
– Sensor/Weapon Capabilities
–  Sensor Performance
– Communications Capability
– Mission Area
• Scenario Objects 
– Threat Types 
– Mission Area
– Arrival Times 
Attributes
• SoS Objects 
– Platform Types 
– Sensor/ eapon Capabilities
–  Sensor Performance
– Communications Capability
– ission Area
• Scenario Objects 
– Threat Types 
– ission Area
– Arrival Times 
Process Model Parameters
• Surveillance/Threat Analysis & 
Eval 
– ALWSE-MC Time To Detect 
Data
– Sensor Availability
• Battle Management 
– Weapon Availability
• Communications 
– Network Architecture 
– Link Availability
– Link Data Rates 
• Engagement 
– PSoS(K)
– Time To Engage
– Penemy(K)
Process odel Parameters
• Surveillance/Threat Analysis & 
Eval 
– ALWSE-MC Time To Detect 
Data
– Sensor Availability
• Battle anagement 
– Weapon Availability
• Communications 
– Network Architecture 
– Link Availability
– Link Data Rates 
• Engagement 
– PSoS(K)
– Time To Engage
– Penemy(K)
Threat Type (ref) Threat
1 DDG
2 FFG









Threat Type (ref) Threat
1 DDG
2 FFG

































Simulation Outputs – 
Performance Measures
• Recognized Maritime 
Picture 
– Time to Develop RMP
• Engagement 
– Targets Killed / Targets 
Engaged
– Targets Killed / Total 
Targets
• ecognized ariti e 
Picture 
– Time to Develop R P
• Engage ent 
– Targets Killed / Targets 
Engaged
– Targets Killed / Total 
Targets
• Risk to Personnel
– Number of Personnel 
Exposed to Risk
– Number of Casualties
• Combat Endurance
– Number of Surviving 
SoS Platforms 
• isk to ersonnel
– Nu ber of Personnel 
Exposed to Risk
– Nu ber of Casualties
• o bat ndurance
– Nu ber of Surviving 
SoS Platfor s 
1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 5 9755 0 0 106 0 0.569 1
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• Value Systems Design
• Architectures








• alue Syste s esign
• rchitectures
• Threats  Scenarios
• T SI Integration
• ost nalysis

















































Covered to Total 
Search Area
Avg Number of 
Visits per COI
Ratio COI's ID'd / 
Total COI
Ratioof Inncorrect 
IC's / Total ID's
Ratio of 
Personnel 
Exposed to risk / 
Total Personnel
Ratio of 
Casualties / Total 
Personnel
Avg Time to 
Establish 80% of 
RMP
Ratio Correct 
COI's ID'd / Total 
COI




Avg Time to kill 
90% of RMP
Ratio of Targets 
Engaged / Total 
Targets
Ratio of Friendly 
Assets Survived / 
Total SoS ASsets
Ratio of Enemy 
Assets 
Survived  / Total 
Enemy Assets
.3
.6 .18 .4 .12
.4 .072 1 .12
.6 .108
.2
.7 .14 .3 .06
.6 .084 1 .06
.4 .056
.2
.6 .12 .4 .08
1 .081 .12
.3 .3
.4 .12 .6 .18

















































































































































{Sc}  -Set of Scenarios
{Arch} - Set of Architectures





























• Architecture Ranking Process 
• Architecture Ranking Results
• Configuration Ranking Process
• Configuration Ranking Result
t  lysis
rc it ct r  i  r c ss 
rc it ct r  i  s lts
fi r ti  i  r c ss
fi r ti  i  s lt
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1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 7 9755 129
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 5 9755 0
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 5 9755 0
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 6 9755 0
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0
13 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 8 9755 129
14 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0
15 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0
16 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0
17 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0
18 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 5 9755 0
19 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 2 4 9755 0
20 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 6 9755 0






























1 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 7 9755 129
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 5 9755 0
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 5 9755 0
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 6 9755 0
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0
13 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 8 9755 129
14 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0
15 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0
16 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 4 9755 0
17 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 4 9755 0
18 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 4 5 9755 0
19 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 2 4 9755 0
20 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 3 6 9755 0
































• Total Contacts of Interest
• Enemy Targets Killed
• Avg Time to Establish 
RMP
• Sos Platforms Killed
• Casualties
• Personnel Exposed to Risk




• Total Contacts of Interest
• Enemy Targets Killed
• Avg Time to Establish 
RMP
• Sos Platforms Killed
• Casualties
• Personnel Exposed to Risk





1 2 3 4 5 6
Surveillance 0.3 1.039331 28.772294 30.59990644 1.0379031 28.556723 30.461997
Risk Exposure 0.08 14.2 2189.62 0 2.58 1872.56 0
Casualties 0.12 0 716.38 7334.36 0 356.78 7317.66
RMP Capability 0.12 1.1164263 0.0348017 0.032721644 1.1647954 0.0350882 0.0328582
Communication 
Capability 0.08 0.4060147 0.293401 0.217374375 0.4042391 0.3062207 0.214317
Combat Effectiveness 0.02 0.7435079 0.5926398 0.523884607 0.7864524 0.6084756 0.5387256
Engagement Capability 0.1 0.6712812 0.0498008 0.014249879 0.6898679 0.0541287 0.0183736
Friendly Endurance 0.09 1 0.9892453 0.713773585 1 0.9911321 0.7226415








• Averaged 50 Runs of Output 
Data Per Configuration
• Extracted Averages for 
Every MOE for 162 
Configurations
• Imported Averages Into 
Excel Data Sheet for 
Further Manipulation
• Processed Data Output to 
Match Total Utility Inputs
Data Analysis Process
• Averaged 50 Runs of Output 
Data Per Configuration
• Extracted Averages for 
Every MOE for 162 
Configurations
• Imported Averages Into 
Excel Data Sheet for 
Further Manipulation
• Processed Data Output to 







































































{Sc}  - Set of Scenarios
{Arch} - Set of Architectures







• These Results Are Based 
on Defined Scenarios With 
Weights Provided by 
Primary Stakeholder
• Architecture Ranking is 
Insensitive to Scenario 
Weights
• These Results Are Based 
on efined Scenarios ith 
eights Provided by 
Pri ary Stakeholder
• Architecture anking is 
Insensitive to Scenario 
eights
• Balanced Hybrid 
Architecture With 
Unmanned/Manned Ratio 
of 1.5:1 is Selected Based 
on Overall Performance
• UV to Manned Ratio 
Greater Than 1.5:1 
Decreases Overall SoS 
Performance
• alanced ybrid 
rchitecture ith 
n anned/ anned atio 
of 1.5:1 is Selected ased 
on verall erfor ance
•  to anned atio 
reater Than 1.5:1 

















































































































































{Sc}  -Set of Scenarios
{Arch} - Set of Architectures












• Decentralized Command & 
Control
• 100-nm Platform Distribution
est onfiguration
•  Balanced Hybrid 
Un anned/ anned 
Architecture (Architecture 2)
• Distributed Co unication
• Decentralized Co and & 
Control
• 100-n  Platfor  Distribution
• Distributed Communications
- Faster Dissemination of 
Information
• Average Message Delay 
1/10th Hybrid’s & 1/100th 
Enclave’s 
- Minimum Impact on 
Throughput with Node Failures
• Decentralized Command and 
Control 
- Faster Dissemination of 
Command Messages
• Average Message Delay 
1/10th Centralized C2’s
- Faster Reaction Times 
- Less Network Demand
- Reduced Single C2 Node 
Workload 
- Single C2 Node Failure 
Avoidance
• Platform Distribution
- 100-nm Platform Distribution 
Exhibiting Superior Performance 
Albeit  Statistically Insignificant 
• Distributed Co unications
- Faster Dissemination of 
Information
• Average Message Delay 
1/10th Hybrid’s & 1/100th 
Enclave’s 
- Minimum Impact on 
Throughput with Node Failures
• Decentralized Co and and 
Control 
- Faster Dissemination of 
Command Messages
• Average Message Delay 
1/10th Centralized C2’s
- Faster Reaction Times 
- Less Network Demand
- Reduced Single C2 Node 
Workload 
- Single C2 Node Failure 
Avoidance
• Platfor  Distribution
- 100-nm Platform Distribution 
Exhibiting Superior Performance 
Albeit  Statistically Insignificant 






















2 MIW LCS 
2 ASW LCS
4 MIW UUV
20 Small Surveillance UAVs
18 JSF
4 ASW UUV
70 Medium-Sized Surveillance UAVs


























2 MIW LCS 
2 ASW LCS
4 MIW UUV
20 Small Surveillance UAVs
18 JSF
4 ASW UUV
70 Medium-Sized Surveillance UAVs











• Value Systems Design
• Architectures








• alue Syste s esign
• rchitectures
• Threats  Scenarios
• T SI Integration
• ost nalysis

















































Covered to Total 
Search Area
Avg Number of 
Visits per COI
Ratio COI's ID'd / 
Total COI
Ratioof Inncorrect 
IC's / Total ID's
Ratio of 
Personnel 
Exposed to risk / 
Total Personnel
Ratio of 
Casualties / Total 
Personnel
Avg Time to 
Establish 80% of 
RMP
Ratio Correct 
COI's ID'd / Total 
COI




Avg Time to kill 
90% of RMP
Ratio of Targets 
Engaged / Total 
Targets
Ratio of Friendly 
Assets Survived / 
Total SoS ASsets
Ratio of Enemy 
Assets 
Survived  / Total 
Enemy Assets
.3
.6 .18 .4 .12
.4 .072 1 .12
.6 .108
.2
.7 .14 .3 .06
.6 .084 1 .06
.4 .056
.2
.6 .12 .4 .08
1 .081 .12
.3 .3
.4 .12 .6 .18

















































































































































{Sc}  -Set of Scenarios
{Arch} - Set of Architectures

























Scenario 3 (Stressing) UV Mix
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• Comparison of CDF for Time-
to-RMP for Best Configuration 
from 162 Configurations to CDFs 
for Selected Configurations
• Excellent Agreement between 
Best-Configuration CDF and CDF 
for Selected Architecture 2-Best 
Configuration Thus Validating 
Chosen Configuration 
• Comparison of CDFs for Other 
MOEs  Also Validating Chosen 
Configuration
• Comparison of CDF for Time-
to-RMP for Best Configuration 
from 162 Configurations to CDFs 
for Selected Configurations
• Excellent Agreement between 
Best-Configuration CDF and CDF 
for Selected Architecture 2-Best 
Configuration Thus Validating 
Chosen Configuration 
• Comparison of CDFs for Other 




CDF: Cumulative Distribution 
Function 
CDF: Cu ulative Distribution 
Function 












Best RMP Config, Arch
#2
Arch #2, Best Config
Arch #3, Best Config
Arch #1, Best Config












Best RMP Config, Arch
#2
Arch #2, Best Config
Arch #3, Best Config
Arch #1, Best Config








Time to RMP (hours)
C
D
F Best RMP Config, Arch
#2
Arch #2, Best Config
Arch #3, Best Config
Arch #1, Best Config








Time to RMP (hours)
C
D
F Best RMP Config, Arch
#2
Arch #2, Best Config
Arch #3, Best Config
Arch #1, Best Config








Time to RMP (hours)
C
D
F Best RMP Config, Arch
#2
Arch #2, Best Config
Arch #3, Best Config
Arch #1, Best Config








Time to RMP (hours)
C
D
F Best RMP Config, Arch
#2
Arch #2, Best Config
Arch #3, Best Config
Arch #1, Best Config
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Scenario 3 (Stressing) UV Mix




















Scenario 3 (Stressing) UV Mix
Effects of Configuration 
Attributes On RMP
• Significant Effects of Unmanned/Manned Ratio on 
Time-to-RMP
• Insignificant Effects of Command and Control 
Structure &
  Communication Network Architecture
• Significant Effects of n anned/ anned atio on 
Ti e-to- P
• Insignificant Effects of o and and ontrol 
Structure 




























Communication Mix Arch 2
























95% Confidence Interval Plot
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• Significant Effects of Unmanned/Manned Ratio, 
Command & Control and Communication Network 
Architecture on Communication Performance 
(Message Delay)
• Significant Effects of n anned/ anned Ratio, 
o and  ontrol and o unication et ork 



































































Scenario 3 (Stressing) Command Structure






















Scenario 3 (Stressing) UV Mix
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Cost Effectiveness Curve 
for Architecture Recommendation
• Balanced Hybrid 
(Architecture 2) 












• Balanced Hybrid 
(Architecture 2) 
Cost Effective & 
Cost Efficient
• anned Only 
(Architecture 1) 







or Efficient)Architecture 2 Recommended Based on Cost 
& Performance
rc tect re 2 eco e ded ased o  ost 








0 10 20 30
























• Balanced Hybrid 
Unmanned/Manned
   Architecture (Architecture 2)
• Distributed Communication
• Decentralized Command & 
Control




• Based On Independent 
Statistical Analysis




 Recommended Based on 
Cost &
 Performance
•Cost Effective and Cost Efficient
• eco ended SoS 
onfiguration
• Balanced Hybrid 
Un anned/ anned
   Architecture (Architecture 2)
• Distributed Co unication
• Decentralized Co and & 
Control
• 100-n  Platfor  Distribution
• eco ended 
onfiguration
 alidated
• Based On Independent 
Statistical Analysis
• Involving All OEs
• alanced ybrid 
n anned/ 
 anned rchitecture
 eco ended ased on 
ost 
 erfor ance
•Cost Effective and Cost Efficient






















2 MIW LCS 
2 ASW LCS
4 MIW UUV
20 Small Surveillance UAVs
18 JSF
4 ASW UUV
70 Medium-Sized Surveillance UAVs


























2 MIW LCS 
2 ASW LCS
4 MIW UUV
20 Small Surveillance UAVs
18 JSF
4 ASW UUV
70 Medium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
























Scenario 3 (Stressing) UV Mix
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• Tasked With A Complex Problem of 
Maritime Dominance in the Littoral
• Developed a Project Management Plan 
• Executed The Plan Using Systems 
Engineering Design Process
• Generated Conceptual SoS 
Architecture Alternatives 
• Used Modeling and Simulation to 
Assess Architecture Performance 
• Ranked SoS Architecture Alternatives
• asked it   o plex roble  of 
ariti e o ina ce i  t e ittoral
• eveloped a roject a age e t la  
• xec ted e la  si g yste s 
gi eeri g esig  rocess
• e erated o cept al o  
rc itect re lter atives 
• sed odeling and i latio  to 
ssess rc itect re erfor a ce 
• anked o  rc itect re lter atives
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Recommended System of Systems 
for Maritime Dominance in 
Littorals•Unmanned Vehicles Complement But Cannot Replace Manned Platforms
•Recommended System of Systems Enabling 
SEA BASING and SEA STRIKE in 200 nm by 
200 nm Littoral Operation Area in 2020 
Timeframe
– Consists of Unmanned/Manned Vehicle Ratio 
of Approximately 1.5 to 1
– Utilizes Distributed Communications with 
100nm Physical Platform Distribution
– Employs Decentralized Command & Control 
Structure
– Is Cost Effective Relative to Other Alternatives
 i l  l   
 l   l f
  f  li  
     i     
  i l i   i   
i f
– i t  f /  i l  ti  
f r i t l  .  t  
– tili  i t i t  i ti  it  
 i l l tf  i t i ti
– l  t li    t l 
t t
– I  t ff ti  l ti  t  t  lt ti • Distributed Communications
- Faster Dissemination of 
Information
- Minimum Impact on 
Throughput
  with Node Failures
• Decentralized Command and 
Control 
- Shorter Reaction Times 
- Less Network Demand
- Single C2 Node Failure 
Avoidance













































• Family and Friends
• Project Advisor – Dr. Huynh
• Military Advisor– CAPT Kline
• Supporting Temasek Defense Systems Institute Teams
• Department of Defense Organizations and Defense 
Industry
• Professors
• Fa ily and Friends
• Project Advisor – Dr. Huynh
• ilitary Advisor– CAPT Kline
• Supporting Te asek Defense Syste s Institute Tea s





Questions May Be 
Reserved for the Break 
Out Session at 1300 in 
the Bullard Hall 
Computer Lab (If So 
Desired)
sti s   
s rv  f r t  r  
t ssi  t  i  
t  ll r  ll 
t r  (If  
sir )• Report and Presentation Will Be Available 
After 18 June 2004
   
http://www.nps.navy.mil/SEA/MaritimeDomi
nance
• eport and resentation ill e vailable 
fter 18 J e 2004
   






ArchitecturesArchitecture 1 Architecture 2 Architecture 3
CVN CVN CVN
SH-60 SH-60 SH-60
E-3 AWACS E-3 AWACS E-3 AWACS
CG CG DDX
DDG DDG CGX
SSN SSN Insertion UUV
E2-C E2-C Multi-Mission USV
F/A-18 F/A-18 Strik UAV
E-8 JSTARS E-8 JSTARS Medium-Sized Multi-Mission UAV
P-3 LCS LCS
CH-53 MIW UUV MIW UUV
MH-53 ASW UUV ASW UUV
F-14 JSF JSF
S-3 Large Surveillance UAVs Large Surveillance UAVs
E/A-6B Medium-Sized Surveillance UAVs Medium-Sized Surveillance UAVs
AH-1 Small Surveillance UAVs Small Surveillance UAVs
B-2 F-16  
B-52 F/A-22  













TDSI Inputs to Integrated 
Project
MANET Parameters
Link Capacity 24 
Mb/s Range 60 km












Means to Mitigate Threats
Fusion Model
Description of Quality vs. Quantity 
     for Search/Detection with UAVs
Optimization of Search Patterns
Effects of Increasing # of UAVs
Optimization # of Communications 
Nodes for 
    Underwater UV  Network  






Recommended Sensors to fill specific Gaps
Parameters of FOPEN/SAR
Center Frequency 440 MHz
BW 19.38 MHz
Peak Power 1000 W
Average Power 19 W
Azimuth 3dB Beam Width 19°
Elevation 3dB Beam Width 38°
Nominal Gain 14 dB
Parameters of UV craft carrier
Length 11.08 m 
Width 2.286 m 
Height 2.238 m 
Weight <15,000 kg
Max Depth 50 m
Range 150 nm






Number/type of UVs carried
5 Golden Eye UAVs
20 iSTAR UAVs
4 REMUS UUVs
6 TALON Robots UGV
  CONOPS  Simulative 
Study




• Visibility and Management of Operating and 
Support Costs (VAMOSC) Database from NCCA
• Air Force Total Ownership Cost (AFTOC) 
Database from AFCAA
• Operating and Support Management 
Information System (OSMIS) Database from 
USACEAC
• Jane’s Online
• Navy and Air Force Online Fact Files
• Federation of American Scientists (FAS)
• Defense Automated Cost Information System 
(DACIMS) Database from DCARC
• isibility and anage ent of perating and 
Support osts ( ) atabase fro  
• ir orce Total nership ost ( T ) 
atabase fro  
• perating and Support anage ent 
Infor ation Syste  ( S IS) atabase fro  
S
• Jane’s nline
• avy and ir orce nline act iles
• Federation of erican cientists ( )
• efense uto ated ost Infor ation Syste  




• O&S Costs for USVs and UUVs Not 
Available
• Total Ownership Costs (TOC) Based 
on 10 year Service Life
 sts f r s  s t 
il l
t l rs i  sts ( ) s  


























































*SoS Engages Enemy Targets First in Most Cases












1.  Maritime Dominance
      a.  Surveillance (.3)
            i.  Detection (.6 / .18)
1.  Coverage Capability (.4 / .072)
      a.  Average Time to Establish Complete 
Area           Coverage
     b.  Ratio Area Covered / Total Search 
Area
      c.  Coverage Factor (Confidence)
2.  Probability of Detection (.6 / .108)
      a.  Average System Probability of 
Detection
          ii.  Tracking (.4 / .12)
1.  Tracking Capability (1 / .12)
     a.  Ratio Contacts of Interest (COI) 
tracked / Total          COI
     b.  Average Number of Visits per COI
     b.  Threat Analysis and Evaluation (.2)
          i.  Identification (.7 / .14)
1.  ID Capability (.6 / .084)
     a.  Ratio COI’s ID’d / Total COI
2.  Probability of False ID (.4 / .056)
      a.  Ratio of Incorrect ID’s / Total ID’s
          
          ii.  Minimize Risk (.3 / .06)
1.  Reduced Exposure to Risk 
Capability (1 / .06)
     a.  Ratio of Personnel Exposed to 
Risk / Total           Personnel
     b.  Ratio of Casualties / Total 
Personnel
     c.  Battle Management (.2)
           i.  Recognized Maritime Picture (RMP) (.6 / 
.12)
1.  RMP Capability (1 / .12)
     a.  Average Time to Establish 80% 
of RMP
     b.  Ratio Correct COI’s ID’d / Total 
COI
           ii.  Maximize Communication (.4 / .08)
1.  Communication Capability (1 / .08)
     a.  Ratio of Number of Assets Lost 
              Communications / 
Total Assets
     d.  Engagement (.3)
          i.  Destroy / Disable Targets (.4 / .12)
1.  Engagement Capability (1 / .12)
     a.  Average Time to Kill 80% of 
Targets
     b.  Ratio of Targets Engaged / Total 
Targets
          ii.  Endure Combat (.6 / .18)
1.  Endurance Capability (1 / .18)
     a.  Ratio of Friendly Assets 
Survived / Total           SoS Assets
     b.  Ratio of Enemy Assets 
Survived / Total           Enemy Assets




• Calculations were done by approximating 
relative sizes of the UAVs to the manned 
systems they would be replacing.
• The calculations on the number UAVs 
capable of fitting on a carrier is based off 
the size of the predator UAV. 
• We assumed that it would be possible to 
fold the wings in 2020 and that they 
would be capable of launching off and 
landing onto a carrier
• alculations ere done by approxi ating 
relative sizes of the s to the anned 
syste s they ould be replacing.
• The calculations on the nu ber s 
capable of fitting on a carrier is based off 
the size of the predator . 
• e assu ed that it ould be possible to 
fold the ings in 2020 and that they 
ould be capable of launching off and 
landing onto a carrier
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UV Calculations
Arch 3 Arch 2
Wingspan Length Area Total Wingspan Length Area
25 Med Surveillance 40 25 1000 25000 58 Med Surveillance 40 25 1000
25 Med Strike 50 30 1500 37500 14 JSF 30 45 1350
25 Med Multi 48 27 1296 32400 4 E-2 42 60 2520
14 JSF 30 45 1350 18900 7 Sh-60 15 50 750
4 E-2 42 60 2520 10080 24 FA 18 29 55 1595




8 S-3 39 53 2067 16536
36 F/A-18 E/F 29 55 1595 57420
4 E-2 42 60 2520 10080
14 F-14 38 62 2356 32984
5 EA-6B 30 59 1770 8850
7 Sh-60 15 50 750 5250
131120 sq ft Approx. Carrier space
Arch 3 Arch 2
Wingspan Length Area Total Wingspan Length Area
30 Med Surveillance 32 27 864 25920 70 Med Surveillance 30 27 810
30 Med Strike 32 27 864 25920 14 JSF 30 45 1350
50 Med Multi 32 27 864 43200 4 E-2 42 60 2520
14 JSF 30 45 1350 18900 7 Sh-60 15 50 750
4 E-2 42 60 2520 10080 24 FA 18 29 55 1595
7 Sh-60 15 50 750 5250
129270 sq ft
26.66667 17.77777778
Assume that with Wing Fold the wingspan is approxamatly 2/3 the size
145

















• 1 L A





• 4 Multi-Mission 
USV
• 4 MIW UUV
• 4 ASW/ASUW UUV
• 1 Long Range UV 
Insertion Platform
    rc  
• 1 CV
• 2 C X
• 2 X
• 6 LCS
• 4 ulti- ission 
SV
• 4 I  V
• 4 AS /AS  V
• 1 Long Range V 
Insertion Platfor








• 4 MIW UUV
• 4 ASW/ASUW 
UUV 








• 4 I  V
• 4 AS /AS  
V 
Changes In Sub & Surface 
Vessels
146
Changes In Air Assets











• 1 E-3 AWACS















• 1 E-3 A ACS









• 1 E-3 AWACS
• 1 E-8 JSTARS
• 6 F-16
• 6 F/A-22
• 2 Large Surveillance 
UAVs
• 70 Medium 
Surveillance UAVs
• 20 Small Surveillance 
UAVs
• 2 Multi-Mission 
Aircraft (MMA)  





• 1 E-3 A ACS
• 1 E-8 JSTARS
• 6 F-16
• 6 F/A-22
• 2 Large Surveillance 
UAVs
• 70 ediu  
Surveillance UAVs
• 20 Small Surveillance 
UAVs
• 2 ulti- ission 
Aircraft ( A)  
   Arch 3
• 6 SH-60
• 14 JSF
• 1 E-3 AWACS
• 8 Large 
Surveillance UAVs
• 30 Medium 
Surveillance UAVs
• 20 Small 
Surveillance UAVs
• 30 Medium Strike 
UAVs
• 50 Medium Multi 
Mission UAVs
   rch 3
• 6 SH-60
• 14 JSF
• 1 E-3 A ACS
• 8 Large 
Surveillance UAVs
• 30 ediu  
Surveillance UAVs
• 20 S all 
Surveillance UAVs
• 30 ediu  Strike 
UAVs
• 50 ediu  ulti 
ission UAVs
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Land Forces  Estimate in 
JAOA 
• Estimate of PRC forces 
– 3 Infantry Divisions =  45K
– 1 Arty Division      =  15K 
– Total                =  60K 
• Estimate of JUMPVISA Coalition forces
– 1 MEB                 =  17K
– 1 OFB                  =    3K
– 1 Airborne Division  =  12K
– 1 Infantry Division   =  11K
– Total                =  43K 
148
 Game Theory Definitions
# Hits Score Score Definition Value
121 100 Total Mission Failure; Loss 5 WFA
112 90 Subs Neutralized but not completely destroyed
103 80 Loss of 4 WFA
90 70
77 60 Loss of 3 WFA
41 50 Carrier Lost
36 40 Loss of 2 WFA
21 30 Tenders + 50% Ex-War Lost
6 20 Loss of 1 WFA














Multiple Number Wt Mult P9H) Hits to Kill P(k)
LPD-17 25000 24.57 6.00 147.43 0.669261 5 0.223087
CVN 97,000 27.71 1.00 27.71 0.125811 5 0.041937
CG 9,000 2.57 4.00 10.29 0.046693 2 0.006226
DDG 8,500 2.43 9.00 21.86 0.099222 2 0.01323
LCS 3,500 1.00 13.00 13.00 0.059014 1 0.003934









P(MA) = Probability of Missile Acquire
P(MH) = Probability of Missile Hit ; standard measure of missile accuracy 
P(SHMK) = Probability of Single Hit Missile Hill (per ship class)
Multiple = The number of times that a ship is more likely to be targeted than an LCS positioned near it based on size difference
Number = Number of ships in that class that are in the targeting area simultaneously
Wt Mult = Likelihood that a particular ship class will be target based on the number of ships in that class that are present
P(H) = Weighted probability of hit for each ship class based on the numbers of that ship class in the area
Hits to Kill = Number of hits required per class of ship to achieve mission kill






US wins; No WFA 
losses
0.0
China wins; Loss 2 
WFA
2.0
US wins; China @ 
55%
-1.5
US wins; China @ 
40%
-2.0*Table is viewed from the Chinese perspective





China is 96% 
likely to 
adopt POA 1; 
Weaken US  
AAW
POA 1 – Repeated 150-200 missile raids (A/C)
POA 2 – Coordinated raid attacks at key assets
COA 1 – US waits for Chinese first strike
COA 2 – US first strike  reduce Chinese 50%

































– Consideration of 
“Real World” 
Effects












– Consideration of 
“Real World” 
Effects


















































• Engineering Physics Based Modeling Performed to Create 
Database Tables and Lateral Range Detection Curves for 
Sensors/Threats Pairs
ALWSE-MC
• Platform/Combat System Modeling Performed to Incorporate 
Operational Implementation of Sensors/Threats Pairs and 
Produce Time to Detection Data
Extend™
• Force/Theater Modeling Performed to Incorporate Multiple 
Architectural and Scenario Parameters and Provide the 
Necessary Outputs to Fulfill the Simulative Study Objectives
Excel/S AT
• Engineering Physics Based odeling Perfor ed to Create 
Database Tables and Lateral Range Detection Curves for 
Sensors/Threats Pairs
AL SE- C
• Platform/Co bat Syste  odeling Perfor ed to Incorporate 
Operational I ple entation of Sensors/Threats Pairs and 
Produce Ti e to Detection Data
Extend
• Force/Theater odeling Perfor ed to Incorporate ultiple 
Architectural and Scenario Para eters and Provide the 
Necessary Outputs to Fulfill the Simulative Study Objectives
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Land Systems Unmanned 
Vehicle Carrier Analysis
• Used ALWSE-MC to evaluate the area coverage 
by payload of the TDSI Land Systems Unmanned 
Vehicle Carrier
• 10 nm x 10 nm
• 4 UUV (search speed 3 kts)
• 5 Crawler UGV (search speed 1.3 ft/sec)
• 20 iStar UAV (search speed 30 kts)
• 6 Goldeneye UAV (search speed 30 kts)
• Area split horizontally between water and land
• UUVs conducted ladder search of area, UAVs/UGVs 



















• Significant littoral surveillance 
capability can be achieved at 
distance with reduced risk to 
personnel
• Rapid, Modular Deployment options
• 150 nm operating range of 
Unmanned Vehicle Carrier
• 98.43% area (10 nm x 10 nm) 
covered in 22 hrs of operation 
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Mach Conversion Table
km/hr m/s Mach km/hr m/s Mach Reflectance = 0.0100 100.00
720 200 0.6061 1,098 305 0.9242 Emissivity = 0.9900
738 205 0.6212 1,116 310 0.9394 Pi = 3.14
756 210 0.6364 1,134 315 0.9545 TA Radians = 0
774 215 0.6515 1,152 320 0.9697 Sensor Freq(M) = 3.0E+09 30
792 220 0.6667 1,170 325 0.9848
810 225 0.6818 1,188 330 1.0000
828 230 0.6970 1,206 335 1.0152
846 235 0.7121 1,224 340 1.0303 Reqd CNR 0.69 69
864 240 0.7273 1,242 345 1.0455 Power (watts) 3.0000E+09 3000
882 245 0.7424 1,260 350 1.0606 Aperture Diameter (m) 4.000 4000
900 250 0.7576 1,278 355 1.0758 Bandwidth (Hz) 1.00E+08 100
918 255 0.7727 1,296 360 1.0909 Freq (Hz) 3.00E+09 3
936 260 0.7879 1,314 365 1.1061 Noise figure 1 1
954 265 0.8030 1,332 370 1.1212 Antenna Temp (K) 300 300
972 270 0.8182 1,350 375 1.1364
990 275 0.8333 1,368 380 1.1515
1,008 280 0.8485 1,386 385 1.1667
1,026 285 0.8636 1,404 390 1.1818
1,044 290 0.8788 1,422 395 1.1970
1,062 295 0.8939 1,440 400 1.2121
1,080 300 0.9091 1,458 405 1.2273
Generic Threat Categories
Threat Length (m) Diameter (m) Reflectivity RCS (m 2̂) Body temp. (K) Engine temp. (K)Emmisivity Target angle (radians)IR Area (m 2̂)
ASCM-1 3.75 0.42 0.1 0.0138474 351.894 1000 0.9900 0.1370893
ASCM-2 8.9 0.67 0.1 0.03523865 675 1000 0.9900 0.3488626
ASCM-3 11.6 0.92 0.1 0.0664424 1800 1000 0.9900 0.6577798
Ambient temp (K) 300
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Engineering Models – 
Threat Signature Tool
Assumptions:
•  Broadside Aspect
•  Reflectance 1/0.1
•  Ogive/Cylinder
•  Ships: Displacement
•  Raleigh Atmospherics
•  Johnson’s Criteria (IR Resolution)
Pi = 3.14 100
Pt (W) = 100
Sigma = Noise Fig. = 1
T = 299. 25477
TA (Rad) = 0 TBF =
Ant F (Hz) 3000000000 3 CNR = 0.79 79
Ant Ap = 0.003 3 BW = 1.05E+08 105.00
7340 10000
RCS Length (m) Length (m)
(m 2̂) ASCM Detection Detection A/C Detection Detection
Diameter 7.34 Range (m) Range (nm) 10.00 Range (m) Range (nm)
0.01 7.9E-07 1.6E-01 9.0E-05 7.9E-07 1.6E-01 9.0E-05
0.02 3.1E-06 2.3E-01 1.3E-04 3.1E-06 2.3E-01 1.3E-04
0.03 7.1E-06 2.8E-01 1.6E-04 7.1E-06 2.8E-01 1.6E-04
0.04 1.3E-05 3.3E-01 1.8E-04 1.3E-05 3.3E-01 1.8E-04
0.05 2.0E-05 3.7E-01 2.0E-04 2.0E-05 3.7E-01 2.0E-04
0.06 2.8E-05 4.0E-01 2.2E-04 2.8E-05 4.0E-01 2.2E-04
0.07 3.8E-05 4.3E-01 2.4E-04 3.8E-05 4.3E-01 2.4E-04
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Engineering Models – 
Representative P_det Curves
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•Acoustic/RADAR/EO-IR Longitudinal Probability of 
Detection Curves
•SA/SS/AS Envelopes Characterized By Unclassified 
Physics Models
•Swerling II Detection Model / NVESD ACQUIRE 
lgorithm
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Concept of Operations 1
• Employment of UV 
Assets
– Introduce Less 
Capable/less Costly 
Assets First
– More Advanced 
Assets Follow
• Search Pattern
– Alternating Waffle 
Search
l t f  
ss ts
– I trod ce ess 
apable/less ostly 
ssets irst
– ore dvanced 
ssets ollo
rc  tt r
– lternating affle 
earch
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Concept of Operations 2
• Distributed 
Communications














o and and 
ontrol
– Perfor ed by 
anned Platfor s
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Concept of Operations 3
• Medium Platform Distribution
– 150 Nautical Mile Distance
i  l tf r  istri ti




























Global Weight Sensitivity 
Analysis BU
•Insensitivity of 
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Efforts With Data 
Collectors and Post-
Processors
•Allo ed Efficient 
Extend  odel 
evelop ent in 




Progra er/ odeler 
Efforts 
• oordinated odeling 










































Recommended System of Systems 
for Maritime Dominance in 
Littorals•Unmanned Vehicles Complement But Cannot Replace Manned Platforms
•Recommended System of Systems Enabling 
SEA BASING and SEA STRIKE in 200 nm by 
200 nm Littoral Operation Area in 2020 
Timeframe
– Consists of Unmanned/Manned Vehicle Ratio 
of Approximately 1.5 to 1
– Utilizes Distributed Communications with 
100nm Physical Platform Distribution
– Employs Decentralized Command & Control 
Structure
– Is Cost Effective Relative to Other Alternatives
 i l  l   
 l   l f
  f  li  
     i     
  i l i   i   
i f
– i t  f /  i l  ti  
f r i t l  .  t  
– tili  i t i t  i ti  it  
 i l l tf  i t i ti
– l  t li    t l 
t t
– I  t ff ti  l ti  t  t  lt ti • Distributed Communications
- Faster Dissemination of 
Information
- Minimum Impact on 
Throughput
  with Node Failures
• Decentralized Command and 
Control 
- Shorter Reaction Times 
- Less Network Demand
- Single C2 Node Failure 
Avoidance







































2 MIW LCS 
2 ASuWLCS
Architecture 2
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Surveillan
ce
4 Surveillance 
USV
•Programs of 
Record
•Existing 
Systems
•Surveillance 
UAVs 
 and USVs
•Surveillance 
and Attack 
UUVs
CVN
6 SH-
60
2 DDG
6 F/A-
22
2 ASW 
LCS
18 
JSF
2 
Multi-
Missio
n 
Aircraf
t
Communicat
ions (Balanced Hybrid)
20 Small 
Surveilla
nce UAVs
70 
Medium 
Surveillan
ce UAVs
4 E-
2C
4 MIW UUV
4 ASW 
UUV
2 
SSN
2 Large 
Surveilla
nce UAVs
E-3 
AWACS
6 F-
16
E-8 
JSTARS
24 F-
18
2 CG
2 MIW 
LCS 
2 ASuW 
LCS
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